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SUPERTROPICAL ALGEBRA
ZUR IZHAKIAN AND LOUIS ROWEN
Abstract. We develop the algebraic polynomial theory for “supertropical algebra,” as initiated earlier
over the real numbers by the first author. The main innovation there was the introduction of “ghost
elements,” which also play the key role in our structure theory. Here, we work somewhat more generally
over an ordered monoid, and develop a theory which contains the analogs of several basic theorems of
classical commutative algebra. This structure enables one to develop a Zariski-type algebraic geometric
approach to tropical geometry, viewing tropical varieties as sets of roots of (supertropical) polynomials,
leading to an analog of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz.
Particular attention is paid to factorization of polynomials. In one indeterminate, any polynomial
can be factored into linear and quadratic factors, and unique factorization holds in a certain sense. On
the other hand, the failure of unique factorization in several indeterminates is explained by geometric
phenomena described in the paper.
1. Introduction
One of the goals of algebra is to find the “correct” algebraic structure with which to frame some
mathematical theory. The underlying motivation of this paper is to provide a direct algebraic approach
to the rapidly developing theory of tropical mathematics. Tropical geometry has been the subject of
intensive recent research, including some remarkable applications in various areas of mathematics, such
as combinatorics, polynomials (Newton’s polytopes), linear algebra, and algebraic geometry; cf. [12]
and [31]. Before bringing in our structure, let us review briefly how one passes from “classical” algebraic
geometry to tropical geometry.
For any complex affine variety W = {(z1, . . . , zn) : zi ∈ C} ⊂ C(n), and any small t, one could define
its amoeba, cf. [8],
A(W ) = {(logt |z1|, . . . , logt |zn|) : (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ W} ⊂ R(n)−∞,
where R−∞ := R ∪ {−∞}. Note that logt |z1z2| = logt |z1| + logt |z2|, and the limiting case t → 0
degenerates to a polyhedral complex, i.e., non-Archimedean amoeba, in R
(n)
−∞ where now R−∞ is
given the structure of the max-plus algebra, for which the new addition is defined as the maximum,
multiplication is taken to be the original addition in R, and the zero element is −∞. Passing from
the original algebraic variety to this “tropical variety” preserves various geometric invariants involving
intersections, and has been used to simplify proofs of deep results from algebraic geometry. As developed
in [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 21, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30], the max-plus algebra (or dually, the min-plus algebra) lies at the
foundation of “tropical algebra” and “tropical geometry.” A survey can be found in [20], and [5] provides
a fine explanation of how one arrives at tropical geometry defined over the max-plus algebra.
Although many ideas of tropical geometry can be found in the pq-webs of [1], researchers in tropical
geometry have focused on definitions of tropical varieties arising from complex analysis and symplectic
geometry. In the simplicial geometric approach of [22], a finite polyhedral complex is said to be of pure
dimension k if each of its faces of dimension < k is contained in a k-dimensional face – called a top-
dimensional face. A k-dimensional tropical variety X ⊂ R(n) is a finite rational polyhedral complex
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of pure dimension k whose top-dimensional faces δ are equipped with positive integral weightsm(δ) such
that, for each face σ of codimension 1 in X , the following condition is satisfied, called the balancing
condition: ∑
σ⊂δ
m(δ)nσ(δ) = 0 , (1.1)
where δ runs over all k-dimensional faces of X containing σ, and nσ(δ) is the primitive unit vector
normal to σ lying in the cone centered at σ and directed by δ. Accordingly, a tropical hypersurface, i.e.,
an (n− 1)-dimensional tropical variety in R(n), must have (topological) dimension n− 1.
An alternative approach, more algebraic in nature, is to consider tropical polynomials as piecewise
linear functions f
R
: R(n) → R; then the corner locus, denoted Cor(f
R
), is defined as the domain of
non-differentiability of f
R
, or, in other words, the set of points on which the evaluation of f
R
is attained
by at least two of its monomials. Yet, this notion has no pure algebraic framework over the max-plus
algebra R−∞, and our structure aims for such a framework.
There is a direct passage from (classical) affine algebraic geometry to tropical geometry, in which
algebraic varieties are transformed to polyhedral complexes. Namely, the max-plus algebra appears as
the target of a non-Archimedean valuation val : K → R−∞ of the field K of locally convergent Puiseux
series of the form p(t) =
∑
τ∈T cτ t
τ , where cτ ∈ C and T ⊂ Q is bounded from below, where
val(p(t)) :=
{
−min{τ ∈ R : cτ 6= 0}, p(t) ∈ K×,
−∞, p(t) = 0.
Given a polynomial f
K
=
∑
i∈Ω piλ
i1
1 · · ·λinn , for pi = pi(t), over K with zero set Z(fK) ⊂ K(n), the
non-Archimedean amoeba A˜(f
K
) ⊂ R(n)−∞ is now defined be the closure val(Z(f
K
)) of val(Z(f
K
)), where
the valuation is taken coordinate-wise.
Theorem 1.1 (Kapranov, [12]). A˜(f
K
) is contained in the corner locus of the tropical function
f
R
(a) = max
i∈Ω
(〈i,a〉+ val(pi)), a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R(n), (1.2)
where 〈 ·, · 〉 stands for the standard scalar product. (Note that the term ai11 · · · ainn is evaluated as 〈i,a〉 in
the max-plus algebra.) Equality holds when val is onto.
Kapranov’s theorem implies not only that every non-Archimedean amoeba is a corner locus of a tropical
polynomial, but also that any corner locus of a tropical polynomial f
R
is a non-Archimedean amoeba.
In [25], tropical varieties were defined as non-Archimedean amoebas val(Z(I)), where I ⊳ K[λ1, . . . , λn].
(However, there exist balanced polyhedral complexes of codimension > 1 that cannot be described as
non-Archimedean amoebas.)
From a categorical perspective, one would like to study these tropical varieties directly, in terms of the
underlying algebraic structure.
Definition 1.2. A semiring (R,+, · , 0R, 1R), is a set R endowed with binary operations + and · and
distinguished elements 0R and 1R), such that (R, · , 1R) and (R,+, 0R) are monoids satisfying distribu-
tivity of multiplication over addition on both sides, and such that 0R · r = r · 0R = 0R for every r ∈ R.
Semirings have attracted interest because of their impact on computer science, and we use [9] as a
general reference. Occasionally we need the more general notion of a semiring without zero, which
satisfies all the axioms of semiring except those involving the element 0R. For R any semiring without
zero, we obtain a semiring by formally adjoining the element 0R and stipulating that a+0R = 0R+a = a
and a · 0R = 0R · a = 0R for each a ∈ R.
The algebraic structure of the max-plus algebra is that of a semiring without zero, which becomes a
semiring when we formally adjoin the element −∞. The complications in utilizing the max-plus algebra
as the underlying structure in tropical geometry crop up almost immediately. Unfortunately, the max-
plus algebra has no additive inverse (even after one adjoins −∞), and thus its algebraic structure as a
semiring is handicapped.
Consequently, the direct algebraic-geometric development of the category of tropical varieties has
lagged behind. For example, one could define the algebraic set of a polynomial f to be the corner
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locus of the function R
(n)
−∞ → R−∞ determined by f . This formulation is more cumbersome than the
classical formulation in algebraic geometry that f(a) = 0, a = (a1, . . . , an), and its awkwardness becomes
apparent the moment one starts to work with algebraic sets. The alternative definition used in [25] for
the algebraic set of f , namely the set of points on which f is not differentiable, works well from the
perspective of differential geometry, but is even more difficult to apply in various algebraic situations.
Consequently, much current research relies heavily on passing back and forth frequently from “classical”
algebraic geometry to tropical geometry.
Furthermore, although any non-Archimedean valuation val satisfies val(pq) = val(p)+val(q) as well as
val(p+ q) = max{val(p), val(q)} if val(p) 6= val(q),
one does not know val(p+ q) in the case that val(p) = val(q). Thus, from the point of view of Kapranov’s
Theorem, not only is the max-plus algebra a difficult structure to study, but in some sense it may not
even be the right structure.
The first author [13] had addressed these issues by introducing extended tropical arithmetic T,
the disjoint union of two copies of R, denoted respectively as R and Rν = {aν : a ∈ R}, together with a
formal element −∞. One defines the map ν : T → Rν−∞ to be the identity on Rν−∞ := Rν ∪ {−∞}, and
to satisfy ν(a) = aν for each a ∈ R. (As presently defined, ν is 1:1.)
T is also endowed with the two operations ⊕ and ⊙, satisfying the following axioms (using the generic
notation that a, b ∈ R, x, y ∈ T):
(1) −∞⊕ x = x⊕−∞ = x;
(2) x⊕ y = max{x, y} unless ν(x) = ν(y);
(3) a⊕ a = aν ⊕ aν = a⊕ aν = aν ⊕ a = aν ;
(4) −∞⊙ x = x⊙−∞ = −∞;
(5) a⊙ b = a+ b for all a, b ∈ R;
(6) aν ⊙ b = a⊙ bν = aν ⊙ bν = (a+ b)ν .
(T,⊕,⊙,−∞, 0) is seen in [13] to have the structure of a (non-idempotent) commutative semiring. The
verification is a special case of Lemma 2.2 below. Our motivating example is T with this notation, which
we call logarithmic notation, where the zero element 0
T
is −∞.
Definition 1.3. A semiring homomorphism ν : R→ R is idempotent if ν2 = ν.
Note that Rν (with the max-plus operations) is a sub-semiring without zero of T isomorphic to the
usual max-plus algebra, and the map ν : T→ Rν−∞ is an idempotent semiring homomorphism. Moreover,
R
ν
−∞ is a semiring ideal of T. In this sense, T is a “cover” of the max-plus algebra (and its role is similar
to that of a covering space). In applying T to tropical geometry, one focuses on the first copy of R, which
we call the set of tangible elements, while elements of R−∞ are called ghost elements; R
ν
−∞ is called
the ghost ideal.
The lack of additive inverses is bypassed by identifying all ghost elements in some sense as “zero”; this
leads to a much more malleable structure theory, which is also compatible with tropical geometry. The
intuition here is that the second component Rν is a “shadow” of the tangible component R, with respect
to which a ghost element aν could be interpreted as the interval from −∞ to a, in the sense that there is
an uncertainty and one does not know which element in this interval to choose. Thus, its elements often
act as “noise,” especially with regard to multiplication, and one is led to treat this ghost component the
same way that one would customary treat the zero element in commutative algebra.
It is surprising how well the use of the ghost ideal enables one to overcome the shortcomings of the
general structure theory of semirings. Also, as we shall see in this paper, non-tangible elements also have
their own special properties of independent interest.
Polynomials over T are defined as formal sums⊕
i≥0
αi⊙λi
where almost all αi = 0T; addition (denoted ⊕) and multiplication (denoted ⊙) of polynomials are defined
in the usual manner. In order to simplify the notation, we write polynomials in the usual notation,
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understanding that + now means ⊕, and · now means ⊙; for example, over T, the computation
(λ⊕ 7)⊙ (λ⊕ 3) = (λ⊙ λ)⊕ (7⊕3)⊙λ⊕ (7⊙3) = (λ⊙ λ) ⊕ 7⊙λ⊕ 10
is rewritten as
(λ+ 7)(λ+ 3) = λ2 + 7λ+ 10.
Note that the polynomial semiring T[λ] is not a max-plus algebra since, for example,
(λ+ 2) + (2λ+ 1) = 2λ+ 2.
We shall cope with this difficulty shortly.
In this paper we generalize the structure of T to the more abstract setting of a supertropical semir-
ing R = (R,G
0
, ν), in which G
0
:= G ∪ {0R} is an ideal, called the ghost ideal, and ν : R → G0 is an
idempotent semiring homomorphism. The “supertropical” structure defined in §3 gives an axiomatic de-
scription of the extended tropical arithmetic T. Our overall objective is to cover the max-plus algebra by
an algebraic structure that we call the supertropical semiring, which has a more reasonable structure
theory, and in whose language many basic concepts of tropical geometry can be described more intrinsi-
cally. The main structures for us are the supertropical domain (Definition 3.9) in which T = R\G
0
is a
monoid comprising the tangible elements (which provide the link to tropical geometry), and especially
the special case of a supertropical semifield (Definition 3.15) in which G is an ordered Abelian group.
A few words about our terminology supertropical and its interpretation. Usually “super” in mathe-
matics means graded by the additive group (Z2,+). However, here our structure is “graded” by the mul-
tiplicative monoid (Z2, ·) (viewing the tangibles as the 1-component and the ghosts as the 0-component),
since the product of elements of degree i and j is an element of degree ij. Our focus is on the tangible
elements, which provide the link the usual tropical theory. Nevertheless, at times it is useful to view the
supertropical semiring as a “cover” of the max-plus algebra, via the ghost map ν.
As noted earlier, the structure of a polynomial semiring over a supertropical semiring is no longer
supertropical, so, in order to study polynomials over a supertropical semiring, we introduce a somewhat
weaker algebraic structure, that of a semiring with ghosts, which also enables us to handle matrices.
Viewing the algebraic theory from this perspective, one can carry over much of the classical theory of
commutative algebra and linear algebra.
The roots of a polynomial f ∈ R[λ1, . . . , λn] over a supertropical semiring R are defined as those
n-tuples a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R(n) such that f(a) is a ghost element. (We call them roots even when n > 1,
since the more customary terminology “zeroes” seems misleading in this context.) The geometric object
of interest to us is the set of tangible roots of a supertropical polynomial, denoted as Ztan(f). This
definition encompasses other formulations in tropical geometry, as we see in §6.2, and is considerably
neater than the customary definition of tropical root described above; especially when one needs to add
and multiply polynomials.
This definition permits us to describe tropical varieties as in classical algebraic geometry. The tropical
variety A˜(f
K
) arising from the original algebraic variety W = Z(f
K
) should be written as the set of
roots of f
T
∈ T[λ1, . . . , λn], suitably interpreted in our new structure, as to be made explicit in §5 below.
This approach provides a clear-cut categorical framework for a direct algebraic study of tropical varieties,
without constantly referring back to classical algebraic geometry, much in the spirit that one can study the
category of Lie algebras without always referring back to Lie groups. Our approach also yields the extra
dividend of providing new, previously inaccessible, examples in tropical geometry, such as subvarieties
having the same dimension as the original variety (as exemplified in Figure 1; also cf. Example 6.12).
Our main result in this paper is a tropical version of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz (Theorem 7.17). This
part of the theory is rather delicate, because the connection between algebra and geometry is more subtle
than in the classical case – here, radical semiring ideals correspond to components of the complements of
root sets.
One needs to study factorization of polynomials to facilitate the computation of roots, but this is a
delicate matter. Much of the difficulty in factorizing of polynomials arises from the fact that polynomials
that look quite different may behave as the same function from R(n) to R. Thus, strictly speaking, we
should study the natural image of the polynomial semiring in the semiring of functions from R(n) to R.
This leads to equivalence classes of polynomials which we call e-equivalent, and representatives of a
specific form, which we call full polynomials.
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(a) An unbounded strip. (b) Two half-spaces. (c) A bounded convex set.
Figure 1. Illustrations of supertropical varieties in 2-dimensional space .
Let N denote the positive natural numbers. It is not difficult to show when the supertropical semifield
F is N-divisible, that every polynomial that is not a monomial has a tangible root.
Since factorizations of polynomials respect the roots, we consider factorization of polynomials (up
to e-equivalence). In the case of one indeterminate, one already has the analog [4] of the fundamental
theorem of algebra, that every tangible polynomial can be factored (as a function) uniquely as a product
of linear tangible polynomials, stated in the context of supertropical algebras as Propositions 5.9 and
5.17. In general, we have a full description of factorization of a polynomial f in one indeterminate (as a
product of linear and quadratic factors) in terms of the tangible roots of f ; cf. Theorems 8.21 and 8.43
and Proposition 8.46.
Although something like unique factorization holds in one indeterminate, it fails miserably in several
indeterminates. However, its failure should be interpreted geometrically as the ability to partition a
tropical variety in different ways as a union of irreducible subvarieties. All non-unique factorizations
that we know are consequences of such geometric ambiguities. From a more positive viewpoint, every
polynomial divides a product of binomials (Theorem 8.53), which has the geometric consequence that
every algebraic set is embedded naturally into a finite union of hyperplanes; also, there is a way to obtain
the minimal such product, as illustrated in Example 8.63. This latter result is best understood in terms
of Laurent polynomials (whose root sets match those of polynomials), since we can extend the natural
algebraic duality between the max-plus algebra and the min-plus algebra (given by sending an element
to its inverse) to the Laurent polynomial semiring without zero, thereby yielding a geometric duality.
One bonus of viewing polynomials (and Laurent polynomials) as functions is the surprising result
reminiscent of the Frobenius automorphism (Corollary 3.28):(∑
fi
)n
=
∑
fni
for any natural number n.
Tangible polynomials provide the (affine) varieties familiar from tropical geometry; yet, nontangible
polynomials yield new and interesting examples of varieties. Consequently, our theorems about polyno-
mials often are stated for arbitrary supertropical polynomials, even though the formulations and proofs
may be shorter in the tangible case. Also, there is a polyhedron which yields the correspondence of
supertropical polynomials with Newton polytopes (Proposition 8.7); this is analogous to the grid in [2].
Although the algebraic definitions given in this paper can be generalized even further, permitting
different “layers” of ghosts, we feel that the rich theory described above justifies the presentation of the
structure theory at the current level of generality. This theory also is useful in describing matrices and
solutions to equations. In subsequent papers including [17], we develop the matrix theory, including the
description of nonsingular matrices in terms of the tropical determinant (which is really the permanent),
and a supertropical version of the Hamilton-Cayley theorem. Resultants of supertropical polynomials are
studied in [18].
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2. Valued monoids
In §3, we define our main algebraic structure: Supertropical domains, and supertropical semifields.
Since their definitions could seem technical at first, we motivate them with a preliminary structure that
provides our major example, as well as a transition to the supertropical theory.
A monoid M is ordered if M as a set has a total order ≤ such that
ab ≤ ac and ba ≤ ca for all b ≤ c and a in M.
Given any ordered monoid (G,+), one may adjoin the formal element −∞ to G by declaring
−∞ < g, ∀g ∈ G,
and define (−∞)+g = g+(−∞) = −∞, ∀g ∈ G. We denote this new ordered monoid G−∞ := G∪{−∞},
declaring −∞+−∞ = −∞. Of course G−∞ is not a group, even if G is a group.
Recall that a monoid homomorphism from (M, ·) to (G,+) is a function
ϕ : M −→ G
such that ϕ(1M ) = 0G (the neutral element of G) and ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a) + ϕ(b), ∀a, b ∈M .
Definition 2.1. A monoid (M, · ) is valued with respect to an ordered cancellative monoid (G,+)
if there is a monoid homomorphism v :M → G. We notate this set-up as the triple (M,G, v); v is called
the value function for (M,G, v).
Given any triple (M,G, v), where G = (G,+), we define the extended semiring T (M,G, v) to be the
triple (T (M),G−∞, ν) where T (M) is the disjoint union M ∪ G−∞, whose value function
ν : T (M) −→ G−∞
extends the original value function v by putting ν(g) = g, ∀g ∈ G−∞. Furthermore, T (M) is made into
a semiring, where multiplication is defined by incorporating the given monoid operations of M and G−∞,
and also defining
(1) (−∞)⊙ x = x⊙ (−∞) = −∞ for all x ∈ T (M);
(2) a⊙ g = v(a) + g and g ⊙ a = g + v(a) for all a ∈M, g ∈ G−∞;
addition ⊕ on T (M) is defined as follows, for x, y ∈ T (M):
x⊕ y =

x if ν(x) > ν(y);
y if ν(x) < ν(y);
ν(x) if ν(x) = ν(y).
(2.1)
Lemma 2.2. T (M) is a semiring.
Proof. The operation ⊕ is clearly commutative; to check that ⊙ is distributive over ⊕, one wants to
verify that
x⊙ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊙ y)⊕ (x ⊙ z). (2.2)
This is clear if one of the entries is −∞. If ν(y) 6= ν(z), then by hypothesis ν(x⊙ y) 6= ν(x⊙ z), so again
(2.2) holds.
So assume that ν(y) = ν(z). Then
x⊙ (y ⊕ z) = x⊙ ν(y) = ν(x) + ν(y) = ν(x ⊙ y) = (x⊙ y)⊕ (x⊙ z),
as desired. Associativity of addition is checked in a similar fashion. Associativity of multiplication is
clear. 
Note that the zero element of T (M) is −∞, whereas the original unit element 1M of M is also the
unit element of T (M), in view of the following verifications:
1M ⊙ (−∞) = (−∞)⊙ 1M = −∞, 1M ⊙ a = a⊙ 1M = a
for all a ∈M , by definition, whereas, for all g ∈ G−∞,
1M ⊙ g = v(1M ) + g = (−∞) + g = g.
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Remark 2.3. The monoid (T (M),⊙) is valued in G−∞, with respect to the value function ν. Indeed, let
us check that
ν(x ⊙ y) = ν(x) + ν(y), ∀x, y ∈ T (M).
If x and y are both in M or in G−∞, then this is true by definition, so suppose x ∈ M and y ∈ G−∞.
Then
ν(x⊙ y) = ν(v(x) + y) = ν(v(x)) + ν(y) = v(x) + ν(y) = ν(x) + ν(y).
Example 2.4. Here are some examples of extended semirings (of valued monoids).
(i) For any ordered monoid (G,+ ), we have the extended semiring D(G) := T (G,G, 1G), where
M = G and 1G is the identity map. The semiring D(R) is the extended tropical arithmetic, in the
sense of [13]. Note that in D(G), ν restricts to a 1:1 map νM :M → G.
(ii) Recall that R× denotes R \ {0}, and R+ denotes the positive real numbers. The group (R×, · ),
with its absolute value, yields the triple (R×,R+, | |). We often refer back to this example for
intuition in the case that v is not 1:1. Likewise, for any ordered field F , we have the valued
monoid (F×, F+, | |).
(iii) If F is a field with valuation v : F → G, then T (F×,G, v) is an extended semiring. (In particular,
we could take F to be the field of Puiseux series.)
(iv) Algebraic groups over ordered fields, or over fields with valuation, can be valued by means of the
determinant.
Remark 2.5. Given a triple (M,G, v), one can also define the dual extended semiring T∧(M,G, v),
where addition is defined by reversing the order in the formula (2.1); namely x⊕y equals y if ν(x) > ν(y),
and equals x if ν(x) < ν(y). As before, we formally adjoin the element −∞. This duality will be explained
algebraically in §3.3.
3. Supertropical semirings
We start this section by laying out the basic algebraic notion of a supertropical domain, showing how
it is just a reformulation of a valued monoid. Then, having made the transition to semirings, we can then
bring in related semirings such as the semiring of functions of §3.5 and the polynomial semiring. In this
paper, we assume throughout that all of our semirings are commutative (under multiplication as well as
addition), although in [17] we need to drop this assumption in order to deal with matrices.
Having already constructed our main object R = T (M), together with the operations ⊕ and ⊙, let us
first describe it more intrinsically in the language of semirings.
Note 3.1. In line with the customary algebraic notation for semirings, the zero element 0R of R replaces
what we originally called −∞. Under this notation, we write G
0
instead of G−∞. Likewise, multiplication
in R is taken to subsume the original monoid operation of G, so ν(1R) is the neutral element of G.
But in order to emphasize the tropical aspect, we often revert to what we have called logarithmic
notation when discussing our motivating example R = T (R); in these instances we retain the usage of
−∞ for the zero element and 0 for the multiplicative unit.
3.1. Semirings with a designated ghost ideal. All of our structures fit into the framework of a
semiring R with a designated ideal G
0
:= G ∪ {0R}, called throughout the ghost ideal. Recall from [9]
that an ideal of a semiring R, denoted A ⊳ R, is a submonoid A of the monoid (R,+) such that ra and
ar ∈ A for all r ∈ R and a ∈ A.
In the following definition we consider G
0
as a semiring in its own right, with neutral element ν(1R).
Definition 3.2. A semiring with ghosts (R,G
0
, ν) is a semiring R (with zero element denoted as 0R)
together with a semiring ideal G
0
, called the ghost ideal, and an idempotent semiring homomorphism
ν : R→ G
0
, called the ghost map, satisfying
a+ a = ν(a), ∀a ∈ R. (3.1)
From now on we formulate tropical concepts in the language of supertropical semirings, in order to
draw from the structure theory of semirings (together with its parallels in ring theory).
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Remark 3.3. The notion of ideal is standard in semiring theory. [9, Proposition 9.10] shows that an
ideal A of R is a kernel of a suitable homomorphism iff A is subtractive, which means that for every
a, b ∈ R such that a ∈ A and a + b ∈ A, we must have b ∈ A. Whereas one often goes on to define
a congruence and a quotient structure, cf. [9, p. 68], this approach is not relevant to our theory here,
specifically for G
0
. Indeed, for any element a ∈ R, we have both 2a = a + a ∈ G
0
and 2a + a ∈ G
0
,
so from this point of view, there is only one coset of G
0
, which is all of R. The ghost ideal G
0
is far
from subtractive, and we must abandon this aspect of classical semiring theory; the main feature of this
research is an alternative structure theory utilizing the ghost ideal in a fundamental role.
We are finally ready for the main definition of this paper.
Definition 3.4. A supertropical semiring is a semiring with ghosts (R,G
0
, ν), satisfying the extra
properties, where we write aν for ν(a):
(a) (Bipotence) a+ b ∈ {a, b}, ∀a, b ∈ R such that aν 6= bν ;
(b) (Supertropicality) a+ b = aν if aν = bν .
Note that Equation (3.1), a special case of supertropicality, implies that the ghost map ν is given by
ν(a) = a+ a.
Remark 3.5.
(i) It follows from Equation (3.1) that (ab)ν = ab+ab = (a+a)b = (aν)b, and likewise (ab)ν = a(bν).
Thus, (ab)ν = (aνb)ν = aνbν . In particular, bν = 1νb.
(ii) If aν = 0R, then a = a+ 0R = 0R
ν = 0R. It follows that ν(R \ {0R}) ⊆ G.
(iii) The fact that G
0
is an ideal of the supertropical semiring R is a formal consequence of the prop-
erties of the map ν. Indeed, if a ∈ R and b ∈ G
0
, then ab = a(bν) = (ab)ν ∈ G
0
, and likewise
ba ∈ G
0
. (G
0
is closed under addition, by bipotence.)
(iv) If a + b = 0R, then a = b = 0R. Indeed, if a
ν 6= bν , then a + b ∈ {a, b}; let us assume that
a+ b = a. Then a = a+ b = 0, so a+ b = b, and a = b = 0.
We have shown that aν = bν ; but then aν = a+ b = 0R, implying a = 0R, by (ii).
Strictly speaking, one could have G
0
= R, with ν the identity map. In this case R is an additively
idempotent semiring, such as the usual max-plus algebra. However, we view this case as degenerate, and
are much more interested in the case where G
0
is a proper ideal of R.
Remark 3.6 (Universal characteristic). Supertropicality implies that G
0
⊇ {nr : r ∈ R}, (where nr =
r + · · ·+ r repeated n times), for every natural number n > 1; more precisely, a+ a = a+ a+ a = · · · =
aν ∈ G
0
, ∀a ∈ R. Thus, R might be expected simultaneously to have properties of rings of every positive
characteristic.
This leads to a surprising fact.
Proposition 3.7. If R is a supertropical semiring and a, b ∈ R, then
(a+ b)m = am + bm, ∀m ∈ N. (3.2)
Proof. We need to show that the only terms needed to compute (a+ b)m are am and bm. Write
(a+ b)m = am + 1R
νam−1b+ · · ·+ 1Rνa1bm−1 + bm;
then (3.2) is clear if a ∼=ν b, since each side of Equation (3.2) is then (am)ν , so we may assume that a >ν b.
Then am >ν a
ibj whenever i + j = m. This means that the single dominating term in the expansion of
(a+ b)m is am; i.e.,
(a+ b)m = am = am + bm,
as desired. 
Remark 3.8. A suggestive way of viewing this proposition is to note that for any m there is a semiring
endomorphism R→ R given by a 7→ am, strongly reminiscent of the Frobenius automorphism in classical
algebra. This plays an important role in our theory.
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3.2. Supertropical domains and semifields. Suppose (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical semiring.
Definition 3.9. A supertropical domain (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical semiring for which the following
extra properties hold:
(a) T := R \ G
0
is a (multiplicative) Abelian monoid; i.e., is closed under multiplication.
(b) The restriction νT of ν to T is onto; in other words, every element of G has the form aν for some
a ∈ T .
Note that the ghost ideal G
0
of a supertropical domain R = (R,G
0
, ν) determines both T = R \ G
0
and G = G
0
\ {0R}.
Remark 3.10. One can obtain condition (b) by replacing R by T ∪ ν(T ) ∪ {0R}.
We call T the set of tangible elements; these comprise one of our main focuses, since they lead us
back to tropical geometry. Ironically, for supertropical semirings in general, the tangible elements are
more complicated to define than the ghost elements. In an arbitrary semiring with ghosts, the definition
of T is much subtler, but we do not consider that issue in this paper. Two elements of R have the same
parity if they are both ghosts or both tangible.
Notation 3.11. Viewing G
0
as an ordered monoid, we write a >ν b (resp. a ≥ν b) to denote aν > bν
(resp. aν ≥ bν ); we write a ∼=ν b to denote that aν = bν . We say a is ν-maximal in S ⊂ R if a ≥ν s for
all s ∈ S.
A major question in algebra is when two elements are equal. Normally in a ring one determines
whether a = b by checking if a− b = 0. This simple procedure is no longer available in general semirings,
but in our supertropical setting we note for tangible a, b ∈ R that a ∼=ν b iff a + b ∈ G. This point of
view provides the motivation for the supertropical theory. We also define an equivalence ≡ by the rule
a ≡ b iff a, b have the same parity with a ∼=ν b. This means that either a = b or a, b ∈ T with a ∼=ν b.
(Thus, when ν is 1:1, this reduces to equality.) Equivalent elements are interchangeable in the sense that
if a ≡ b then ac ≡ bc and a+ c ≡ b+ c for all elements c.
Much of the theory can be carried out for T not necessarily Abelian, but this assumption is useful
when we consider factorization of polynomials (and is even more crucial for studying matrices later on).
The mild condition that T is a multiplicative monoid has some impressive consequences.
Remark 3.12. Suppose that R is a supertropical domain.
(i) R is ν-cancellative, in the sense that ca ∼=ν cb for c 6= 0R implies a ∼=ν b. Indeed, since νT is
onto, we may assume that a, b, c ∈ T . But then c(a+ b) = ca+ cb ∈ G by supertropicality, which
contradicts the fact that T is a monoid unless a+ b ∈ G; i.e., a ∼=ν b.
In particular, the monoid G is cancellative.
(ii) If ca ∼=ν db and c ∼=ν d 6= 0R, then a ∼=ν b. Indeed, (ca)ν = (db)ν = dνbν = cνbν , so we are done
by (i).
(iii) If ca >ν cb, then a >ν b. Indeed, again we may assume that a, b, c ∈ T . If a ∼=ν b, then a+ b ∈ G,
implying ca+ cb = c(a+ b) ∈ G, contradicting the fact that ca+ cb = ca ∈ T .
(iv) The same argument shows that R has cancellation over N, in the sense that an ∼=ν bn implies
a ∼=ν b. Indeed, again we may assume that a, b ∈ T . But Proposition 3.2 implies that (a + b)n =
an + bn ∈ G, implying a+ b ∈ G; i.e., a ∼=ν b.
(v) It follows from (i) and (iv) (by applying ν) that the monoid G is cancellative and also has can-
cellation over N.
(vi) R is a commutative semiring. Indeed, any two elements of T commute, by definition; hence,
a(bν) = (ab)ν = (ba)ν = (bν)a; aνbν = (ab)ν = (ba)ν = bνaν .
Let us tie supertropical domains to the preliminary notions of the previous section.
Remark 3.13. Any valued Abelian monoid (M,G, v) (as in Definition 2.1) gives rise to the supertropical
domain (T (M),G
0
, ν); cf. Remark 2.3.
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Conversely, given a supertropical domain (R,G
0
, ν), we can recover the valued monoid M = T = R\G
0
,
and v = ν|T : T → G provides the value function. We view G0 as a cancellative ordered monoid (but now
with its operation being written as multiplication), under the following order:
g ≥ h in G
0
iff g + h = g in R.
To verify that “≥” defines an order, note that the properties of identity and antisymmetry are immediate;
to check transitivity, we note that if g1 ≥ g2 and g2 ≥ g3, then the following equalities hold in R:
g1 + g3 = (g1 + g2) + g3 = g1 + (g2 + g3) = g1 + g2 = g1.
We want to identify (T (T ),G
0
, ν) with (R,G
0
, ν). Definition 3.2 gives us Definition 2.1, and Remark 2.3
is seen case by case, assuming v(a) > v(b):
(a) aν + bν = aν , so
(a+ b)ν = aν + bν = aν .
Also a+ b = a, for if a+ b = b, then v(a) = aν = (a+ b)ν = bν = v(b), contrary to assumption.
(b) Likewise, a+ bν = a, for if a+ bν = bν , the same argument would show that
v(a) = aν + bν = ν(a+ b) = v(b),
contrary to assumption.
The following computation is useful in later sections.
Lemma 3.14.
(i) If b2 = ac in a supertropical semiring, then a+ c = a+ b+ c.
(ii) More generally (but over a supertropical domain), if bc ∼=ν ad, then ac+ bd = (a+ b)(c+ d).
Proof. (i) If a >ν b or c >ν b, then there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that a ≤ν b and c ≤ν b.
But then if a <ν b or c <ν b we would have ac <ν b
2 by Remark 3.12(ii), contrary to hypothesis. Hence,
a ∼=ν b ∼=ν c, implying
a+ b + c = aν = a+ c.
(ii) By symmetry we may assume that ad ≥ν bc; we are done unless ad ≥ν ac and ad ≥ν bd, implying
by Remark 3.12 that d ∼=ν c and a ∼=ν b; hence
ac+ bd = (ac)ν = aνcν = (a+ b)(c+ d).

Definition 3.15. A supertropical domain (R,G
0
, ν) is called a supertropical semifield if T is a (mul-
tiplicative) Abelian group, i.e., if every tangible element is invertible.
Supertropical semifields play a basic role in our theory, analogous to the role of fields in linear algebra
and algebraic geometry.
Remark 3.16. For any supertropical semifield (R,G
0
, ν), G is a group with neutral element 1Rν . Indeed,
if aν ∈ G for a ∈ T , then taking b ∈ T such that ab = 1R, we have aνbν = 1Rν ; thus aν is invertible in G,
as desired.
We usually designate a supertropical semifield as F = (F,G
0
, ν), still denoting the ghost ideal as G
0
.
Example 3.17. The extended semirings of Example 2.4 all are supertropical semifields.
3.3. Supertropical duality. For any supertropical domain R = (R,G
0
, ν), the set R+ = R \ {0R}
is a semiring without zero, and one can define the dual semiring without zero R∧+ to have the
same underlying set as R+ with the same tangibles and ghosts, the same ghost map ν, and the same
multiplication, but with addition defined by putting a+ b = b in R∧ iff a+ b = a in R+, and a+ b = a
ν
in R∧ whenever a ∼=ν b. (This is well-defined in view of supertropicality.)
Formally adjoining a zero element 0R∧ to R
∧
+ yields a semiring which we call the supertropical
dual R∧. The zero element 0R of R has been treated separately since if we formally included 0R in R
∧,
it would behave like∞ rather than like the zero element. R∧ is a supertropical domain, seen by combining
Remarks 2.3 and 2.5, and in fact is the supertropical domain that matches the min-plus algebra in [30].
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Lemma 3.18. When R is a supertropical semifield, so is its supertropical dual R∧, and moreover there
is a semiring isomorphism Φ : R→ R∧ given by
0R 7→ 0R∧ , a 7→ a−1, aν 7→ (a−1)ν , for all a ∈ T .
Proof. Take a, b ∈ T . If a+ b = a, then a ≥ν b, so a−1 ≤ν b−1, implying
Φ(a+ b) = Φ(a) = a−1 = a−1 + b−1 = Φ(a) + Φ(b)
in R∧. The same argument works with nonzero ghosts. For a ∈ T , b = 0R, we have
Φ(a+ b) = a−1 = a−1 + 0R∧ = Φ(a) + Φ(b).

This duality provides the reversals of polyhedral complexes in tropical geometry, as described in [16].
3.4. The divisible closure of a supertropical domain. Given any ordered monoid (M,+) with
cancellation over N, one can form an N-divisible ordered monoid
M¯ =
{ a
m
: a ∈ M, m ∈ N
}
,
called the divisible closure of M; here am ≤ bn iff na ≤ mb. . The canonical map M → M¯ given by
a 7→ a1 is 1:1. When M is a group, M¯ is then a group which can be viewed as containing M.
We want to perform the same procedure for a supertropical domain R, but now proceed using the
semiring notation. We first note by Remark 3.12 that the ghost set G
0
has cancellation over N. Viewing
the ghost ideal G as an ordered monoid as in Remark 3.13 (with respect to multiplication), we form its
divisible closure G¯, which we notate
G¯ = { m√a : a ∈ G, m ∈ N} .
We formally define the N-localization
R¯ =
{
m
√
a : a ∈ R, m ∈ N
}
;
here m
√
a = m
′√
b when am
′n = bmn for some n ∈ N. (In the tropical examples, using logarithmic notation,
one would write am instead of
m
√
a.)
Multiplication is defined by
m
√
a
m′
√
b =
mm′
√
am′bm,
and addition by
m
√
a+
m′
√
b =
mm′
√
am′ + bm.
We extend ν : R → G to a map R¯ → G¯ by putting ν( m√a) = m√aν , and call R¯ the divisible closure
of R.
We say that R is divisibly closed if R¯ = R. For example, D(Q) is divisibly closed.
Proposition 3.19. If (R,G, ν) is a supertropical domain, then (R¯, G¯, ν) is also a supertropical domain,
and there is a semiring homomorphism R → R¯ given by a 7→ a (identifying 1√a with a) which is 1:1 on
equivalence classes with respect to our equivalence relation ≡. When R is a supertropical semifield, R¯ is
also a divisibly closed supertropical semifield.
Proof. The operations are clearly well-defined . For example, if m
√
a = m
′√
a′ and n
√
b = n
′√
b′, then for
some numbers k.ℓ we have am
′k = a′
mk
and bn
′ℓ = b′
nℓ
, so
(ab)m
′n′kℓ = (a′b′)mnkℓ,
implying mn
√
ab = m
′n′
√
a′b′. Clearly R¯ is the disjoint union of T¯ = { m√a : a ∈ T , m ∈ N} and G¯
0
, and
Proposition 3.7 shows that R¯ is a divisibly closed supertropical domain.
It remains to show that if 1
√
a ≡ 1√b then a ≡ b. But by definition an ≡ bn for some n, implying a ∼=ν b
by Remark 3.12(iv), and clearly a, b have the same parity, so a ≡ b. 
The reason for passing to the divisible closure is to enrich the structure by means of the following
observation:
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Remark 3.20. If R is divisibly closed, then am/n is defined in R for any a ∈ R and any rational
number mn .
Remark 3.21. By the same token as in Proposition 3.23, in view of Remark 3.12, one can formally
localize the ghost elements of a supertropical domain to obtain a supertropical semifield, under which
process equivalence classes are preserved. This trick enables one to extend many of the results about
supertropical semifields to supertropical domains.
3.5. The semiring of continuous functions. It is useful to introduce the following topology on R,
obtained from the order topology on G:
Definition 3.22. Suppose (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical domain. Viewing G as an ordered monoid, as
in Remark 3.13, we define the ν-topology on R, whose open sets have a base comprised of the open
intervals
Wα,β = {a ∈ R : α < aν < β}; Wα,β;T = {a ∈ T : α < aν < β}, α, β ∈ G0.
We also define [α, β] = {a ∈ T : α ≤ aν ≤ β}. In other words, [α, β] is the intersection of T with the
closure of Wα,β;T , and we call it a tangible closed interval.
Remark 3.23. If R is divisibly closed, then T is dense in R in the sense that each nonempty open
interval contains a tangible element. (Indeed, if α, β ∈ T with α <ν β, then α1/2β1/2 ∈Wα,β , in view of
Remark 3.20.)
Here is an important semiring construction, given in [10].
Definition 3.24. Given any set S and semiring R, we define the semiring Fun(S,R) of functions from
S to R, under pointwise addition and multiplication. The zero function 0Fun is given by 0Fun(a) = 0R
for all a ∈ S.
Remark 3.25. The map f 7→ f(a) is a semiring homomorphism Fun(S,R)→ R, for any fixed a ∈ S.
Remark 3.26. When (R,G
0
, ν) is a semiring with ghosts, then the semiring Fun(S,R) also is viewed as
a semiring with ghosts, where a function f ∈ Fun(S,R) is said to be ghost if
f(a) ∈ G
0
for every a ∈ S.
The ghost ideal Fun(S,G
0
) of Fun(S,R) is the set of ghost functions, and the ghost map ν is defined by
f 7→ fν , where by definition
fν(a) := f(a)ν , ∀a ∈ S.
Proposition 3.27. If f, g ∈ Fun(S,R), then (f + g)m = fm + gm for any positive m ∈ N.
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.7,
(f + g)m(a) = (f(a) + g(a))m = f(a)m + g(a)m = fm(a) + gm(a) (3.1)
for each a ∈ S. 
Corollary 3.28. If f1, . . . , fk ∈ Fun(S,R), then( k∑
i=1
fi
)m
=
k∑
i=1
fmi ,
for any positive m ∈ N.
We also have duality:
Remark 3.29. The isomorphism Φ : F → F∧ of Remark 3.18 extends to an isomorphism
ΦFun : Fun(S, F ) −→ Fun(S, F∧)
given by f 7→ f∧, where f∧(a) = Φ(f(a)). (Indeed, for f(a), g(a) ∈ T ,
(f∧ + g∧)(a) = f(a)−1 + g(a)−1 = (f + g)∧(a),
where “+” is taken in the appropriate semiring; the other verifications are analogous.)
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Here is the case of special interest for us. We write R(n) for the Cartesian power R(n) of n copies of R.
The semiring with ghosts
Fun(R(n), R) := (Fun(R(n), R),Fun(F (n),G
0
), νFun)
is not a supertropical semiring for n > 1, since bipotence fails. In analogy with Remark 3.25, we have:
Proposition 3.30. Given a ∈ R, define
Φa : Fun(R
(n), R)→ Fun(R(n−1), R)
by sending f 7→ fa, where
fa(a1, . . . , an−1) = f(a1, . . . , an−1, a).
Then Φa is a semiring homomorphism.
Proof. Write a = (a1, . . . , an−1) and a(a) = (a1, . . . , an−1, a). Then
Φa(f + g)(a) = (f + g)(a(a)) = f(a(a)) + g(a(a)) = Φa(f)(a) + Φa(g)(a),
yielding Φa(f+g) = Φa(f)+Φa(g); the verification for multiplication is analogous, and Φa(0R) = 0R. 
Later on, we consider
kerΦa = {f ∈ Fun(R(n), R) : f(a1, . . . , an−1, a) = 0R : ∀ai ∈ R}.
This is a rather restrictive view of the kernel, and is to be weakened in subsequent research.
Let us bring in the ν-topology.
Definition 3.31. CFun(R(n), R) is the sub-semiring with ghosts, comprised of functions in the semiring
Fun(R(n), R) which are continuous with respect to the ν-topology of Definition 3.22.
CFun(R(n), R) plays a very important role in this paper.
Definition 3.32. Given a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R(n) and β1, . . . , βn ∈ T with each βi >ν 1R, the closed
a-box is defined as the product of closed tangible intervals (cf. Defintion 3.22)[
a1
β1
, β1a1
]
×
[
a2
β2
, β2a2
]
× · · · ×
[
an
βn
, βnan
]
⊂ T (n).
Definition 3.33. The semifield F is archimedean, if for every a >ν 1F and b in F , there is suitable m
such that am >ν b.
This guarantees that F (and thus T ) has “large enough” and “small enough” elements.
Remark 3.34. If (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical domain, then R(n) is endowed with the usual product
topology (obtained from the ν-topology on R). When (R,G
0
, ν) is an archimedean supertropical semifield,
the closed boxes comprise a sub-base for the closed sets of the relative topology on T (n).
3.6. Radical ideals and prime ideals of semirings.
Definition 3.35. Suppose A ⊂ R. The radical √A is defined as {a ∈ R : ak ∈ A for some k}. An
ideal A of R is radical if A =
√
A.
Remark 3.36. If A is an ideal of a commutative semiring R, then
√
A ⊳ R, by the usual ring-theoretic
argument. More surprisingly, if R is a commutative supertropical semiring and A is a sub-semiring of R,
then
√
A is also a sub-semiring of R, by Proposition 3.7; by the same reasoning, if W is a sub-semiring
of Fun(R(n), R), then
√
W is also a sub-semiring of Fun(R(n), R), by Corollary 3.28.
The following definition is also lifted from ring theory.
Definition 3.37. An ideal P of a semiring R is prime if it satisfies the following condition:
AB ⊆ P for A,B ⊳ R implies A ⊆ P or B ⊆ P.
Proposition 3.38. Every radical ideal A of a commutative semiring R is the intersection of prime ideals.
Proof. We copy the standard argument from commutative algebra. For any element b /∈ A, take an ideal
P maximal with respect to bk /∈ P , for each k ∈ N. Then P is a prime ideal, since if a1a2 ∈ P with
a1, a2 /∈ P , then, for i = 1, 2 the ideal P +Rai properly contains P , and thus contains a power bki of b;
Letting k = k1 + k2 we see that (P +Ra1)(P +Ra2) ⊆ P contains bk, contradiction. 
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3.7. Ghost-closed ideals.
Definition 3.39. A ghost-closed ideal of a semiring R = (R,G
0
, ν) with ghosts is a semiring ideal
containing the ghost ideal G
0
.
Clearly, a supertropical domain (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical semifield iff it has no proper ghost-closed
ideals other than G
0
. This is one reason why we focus on ghost-closed ideals.
Example 3.40. The ghost ideal Fun(F (n),G
0
) is itself a radical ideal of the supertropical semiring
Fun(R(n), R). Indeed, if fm(a) ∈ G
0
, then f(a) ∈ G
0
. By Proposition 3.38, Fun(F (n),G
0
) is the in-
tersection of prime ideals, each of which clearly is ghost-closed.
Definition 3.41. The ghost-closed ideal 〈S〉 (classically) generated by a set S is the intersection of
all ghost-closed ideals containing S (or, in other words, the ideal generated by S and G).
There is a weaker version of this definition, called “tropical generation,” which although more appro-
priate to the tropical theory is more technical; in this paper we focus on classical generation in order to
obtain more precise information about the ideals in question.
3.8. Supertropical divisibility and the supertropical radical. We say that a = b + ghost in a
semiring R with ghosts when a = b+ c for some ghost element c ∈ G
0
; in this case, we write a |
gs
= b. This
relation arises naturally in many supertropical contexts, including the following.
Definition 3.42. In any semiring R, an element b ∈ R divides a ∈ R if a = qb for some q ∈ R. For R
a semiring with ghosts, an element b ∈ R supertropically divides a ∈ R if a |
gs
= qb for some q ∈ R.
Definition 3.43. Suppose A ⊂ R. The supertropical radical trop√A is defined as the set
{a ∈ R : some power ak is supertropically divisible by an element of A}.
An ideal A of R is supertropically radical if A = trop
√
A.
Remark 3.44. If A is an ideal of a commutative semiring R with ghosts, then trop
√
A =
√
A+ G
0
⊳ R.
It follows at once that every supertropically radical ideal of a commutative semiring R with ghosts is the
intersection of ghost-closed prime ideals of R (and vice versa).
By the same sort of argument, in analogy with Remark 3.44, if R is a commutative supertropical
semiring and A is a sub-semiring of Fun(R(n), R), then trop
√
A is also a sub-semiring of Fun(R(n), R).
4. Polynomials
Definition 4.1. Given any semiring (R,G
0
, ν) with ghosts, we define the semiring (R⌊λ⌋,G⌊λ⌋, ν) of
polynomials {∑
i∈N
αiλ
i : αi ∈ R, almost all αi = 0R,
}
where we define polynomial addition and multiplication in the familiar way:(∑
i
αiλ
i
)∑
j
βjλ
j
 =∑
k
 ∑
i+j=k
αiβj
λk.
We have denoted the semiring of polynomials as R⌊λ⌋ rather than by the familiar notation R[λ]. The
reason is that, as we shall see, different polynomials can take on identically the same values as functions,
and we want to reserve the notation R[λ] for the equivalence classes of polynomials (with respect to taking
on the same values as functions). But before discussing this issue, let us develop some more notions.
We write a polynomial f =
∑t
i=0 αiλ
i as a sum of monomials αiλ
i, where αt 6= 0R and αi = 0R for
all i > t, and define its degree, deg f , to be t. By analogy, we sometimes write λν for 1R
νλ. A polynomial
is monic if its leading coefficient is 1R. A polynomial f is said to be tangible if its coefficients are all
tangible. We identify α0λ
0 with α0, for each α0 ∈ R. Thus, we may view R ⊂ R⌊λ⌋. Often we use
logarithmic notation for the coefficients of polynomials over T; λ then means 0λ+ (−∞).
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Since the polynomial semiring was defined over an arbitrary semiring, we can define inductively
R⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋ = R⌊λ1, . . . , λn−1⌋⌊λn⌋. Often we write Λ for {λ1, . . . , λn}.
Definition 4.2. In particular, we define the polynomial semiring R⌊Λ⌋ = R⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋ in n indetermi-
nates over a supertropical semiring R. Any such polynomial can be written uniquely as a sum
f =
∑
i1,...,in
αi1,...,inλ
i1
1 · · ·λinn ,
which we denote more concisely as
∑
i αiΛ
i, where i denotes the n-tuple (i1, . . . , in) and Λ
i stands for
λi11 · · ·λinn . We write degk αiΛi = ik for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The support of f is
supp(f) = {i : αi 6= 0R}.
A binomial is the sum of two monomials.
Binomials play the key role in this theory, because, as we shall see, tangible roots often can be defined
in terms of binomials.
We sometimes write f(λ1, . . . , λn) for a polynomial f ∈ R⌊Λ⌋, indicating that it involves the n inde-
terminates λ1, . . . , λn.
Remark 4.3. If F is a supertropical semifield, then {f ∈ F ⌊Λ⌋ : f is not a tangible constant} is the
unique maximal ideal of F ⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋, comprised of all the noninvertible elements, and it is a ghost-closed
prime ideal.
4.1. The polynomial semiring (as functions). A more concise way of viewing polynomials is inside
the larger semiring CFun(R(n), R) of § 3.5.
Remark 4.4. There is a natural semiring homomorphism
Ψ : R⌊Λ⌋ → CFun(R(n), R),
obtained by viewing any polynomial f ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ as the (continuous) function sending (a1, . . . , an) 7→
f(a1, . . . , an).
In classical commutative algebra, when R contains an infinite field, Ψ is 1:1, by the easy part of the
fundamental theorem of algebra. Thus, one always can “make” Ψ 1:1 by enlarging R suitably. But in our
supertropical setting, different tropical polynomials could always represent the same function, i.e., take
on the same values at each element of R.
For example, take elements α, β in a supertropical semifield R, for which β >ν α
2. The polynomials
λ2 + αλ + β and λ2 + β define the same function. Indeed, otherwise there is a ∈ R such that αa has
ν-value at least both that of a2 and β. But a2 ≤ν αa implies a ≤ν α, and thus
β ≤ν αa ≤ν α2,
contrary to hypothesis. This argument did not depend on any other properties of R, and thus shows that
Ψ is not 1:1 over any semifield containing R, as opposed to the classical situation.
From now on, we work with
R[Λ] := Ψ(R⌊Λ⌋);
i.e., in CFun(R(n), R), whose ghost ideal (as observed in §3.5) is CFun(R(n),G
0
). Thus, R[Λ] can be
viewed as a semiring with ghost ideal consisting of all polynomials which as functions take on only ghost
values.
4.2. Equivalence of polynomials, and essential polynomials. As noted above, the semiring of
polynomials over a supertropical semifield is not supertropical, and, even worse, the tangible polynomials
are not closed under multiplication; for example (λ+3)2 = λ2+3νλ+6, which has a ghost term. (Recall
that our examples are computed in logarithmic notation.) Accordingly, we need another definition to
enable us to consider polynomials over R in CFun(R(n), R), i.e., as continuous functions from R(n) to R.
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Definition 4.5. Two polynomials f, g ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ are e−equivalent, denoted as f e∼ g, if f(a) = g(a) for
any tuple a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R(n). (In other words, polynomials f and g are e-equivalent iff Ψ(f) = Ψ(g).)
Two polynomials f, g ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ are weakly (ν, e)−equivalent, denoted f e,ν∼ g, if they identically take
on ν-equivalent values, i.e., fν e∼ gν , or, explicitly, f(a) ∼=ν g(a) for any a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R(n). Weakly
(ν, e)−equivalent polynomials f, g ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ are (ν, e)−equivalent if f(a) and g(a) have the same parity,
for all a ∈ R(n).
Note 4.6.
(i) Polynomials of different degree over a supertropical semifield cannot identically take on ν-equivalent
values. Thus, (ν, e)-equivalent polynomials (and, a fortiori, e-equivalent polynomials) have the
same degree.
(ii) The difference (for tangible polynomials) between e-equivalent and (ν, e)-equivalent only arises
when the restriction νT of ν to T is not 1:1. Since νT is 1:1 in the “standard” tropical exam-
ple D(G), this distinction only exists in the more unusual examples, such as (R×, R+, ν) where ν
is the absolute value; here λ+ 2 and λ+ (−2) are (ν, e)-equivalent but not e-equivalent. We may
resort to this example when (ν, e)-equivalence comes up, but we focus on e-equivalence whenever
possible, indicating how the theory simplifies when νT is 1:1.
(iii) One can reduce an arbitrary supertropical domain R to the case when νT is 1:1. Namely, ∼=ν
restricts to an equivalence ∼ on T
0
= R \ G; Then (T
0
/∼) ∪ G becomes a supertropical domain
under the natural operations of the equivalence classes (and this can be identified with D(G)).
Example 4.7. The following facts hold for all a, b ∈ T , a 6= b:
(i) λ+ a e≁ λ+ aν , although λ+ a
e,ν∼ λ+ aν ;
(ii) λ+ a e≁ λ+ b;
(iii) (λ+ a)2 e∼ λ2 + a2 (a special case of Proposition 3.27).
Let us introduce a natural representative for each e-equivalence class.
Definition 4.8. The function f ∈ Fun(R(n), R) dominates g if f(a) ≥ν g(a) for all a ∈ R(n); f ∈
Fun(R(n), R) strictly dominates g if f(a) >ν g(a) for all a ∈ R(n).
(Thus, when f dominates g, f(a)+g(a) ∈ {f(a), f(a)ν} for all a ∈ R(n); when f strictly dominates g,
f + g = f. )
Definition 4.9. Suppose f =
∑
αiΛ
i, h = αjΛ
j is a monomial of f , and write fh =
∑
i 6=j αiΛ
i. The
monomial h is inessential in f iff fh dominates h. The essential part f
es of a polynomial f =
∑
αiΛ
i
is the sum of those monomials αjΛ
j that are essential, while its inessential part f in consists of the sum of
all inessential monomials αiΛ
i. The polynomial f is said to be an essential polynomial when f = f es.
The following equivalent formulation indicates the direction we wish to take:
Remark 4.10.
(i) A monomial h is essential in a polynomial f iff h(a) >ν fh(a) for some a and thus for all a
′ in
an open set Wa of a.
(ii) Any monomial h of f es is essential in f es. Indeed, by definition, fh(a) + h(a) >ν fh(a) for some
a ∈ R(n), implying h(a) >ν fh(a). A fortiori, this implies h(a) >ν f esh (a).
We want the essential part of a polynomial f to be e-equivalent to f . Towards this end, we turn to
the divisible closure.
Remark 4.11. Any archimedean supertropical semifield F ( in the sense of Definition 3.33) satisfies the
following property:
For any nonconstant monomials g1, g2, h1, . . . , hm and a ∈ F (n) with
g2(a) ∼=ν g1(a) >ν hi(a), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
and any open set Wa of F
(n) containing a, there exists a′ ∈Wa with
g2(a
′) >ν g1(a
′) >ν hi(a
′), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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Lemma 4.12. Suppose the supertropical semifield F is archimedean. For any monomials g1, . . . , gℓ,
h1, . . . , hm and a ∈ F (n) with
g1(a) ∼=ν g2(a) ∼=ν . . . ∼=ν gℓ(a) >ν hi(a), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
there exists a′ ∈ F (n) and 1 < j ≤ ℓ such that
gj(a
′) >ν gi(a
′) ∀i 6= j; gj(a′) >ν hi(a′), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Proof. Induction on ℓ. By Remark 4.11, we have a′ ∈ F (n) such that
g2(a
′) >ν g1(a
′) >ν hi(a
′), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Take j such that gj(a
′) is ν-maximal, and expand the hi to include all gi such that gj(a
′) >ν gi(a
′). Then
we have the same hypothesis as before, but with smaller ℓ. 
Proposition 4.13. If F is a archimedean supertropical semifield, then f es e∼ f for any f ∈ F ⌊Λ⌋.
Proof. Given any a ∈ F (n), there is a monomial g1 such that f(a) ∼=ν g1(a). We need to show that
f es(a) ∼=ν g1(a). This is clear unless g1(a) ∼=ν g2(a) ∼=ν · · · ∼=ν gℓ(a) >ν f es(a) for some other monomial(s)
g2, . . . , gℓ of f that are inessential in f . But then, by the lemma, we may find a
′ such that gj(a
′)ν takes
on the single largest ν-value of the monomials of f , for some 2 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, contrary to gj being inessential
in f . 
Now we have a new way of viewing the polynomial semiring F [Λ].
Remark 4.14. For F archimedean, the supertropical polynomial semiring F [Λ] can be viewed as the
collection of essential polynomials, viewed as a semiring whereby we perform the usual operations in
F ⌊Λ⌋ and then take the essential part. The ghost ideal is comprised of those essential polynomials whose
coefficients are all in G
0
.
If f1 dominates f2, then obviously f1+g dominates f2+g and f1g dominates f2g, for any polynomial g.
Accordingly, one can discard the inessential monomials at any stage of the computation, which shows that
our new operations of addition and multiplication in F [Λ] remain associative and distributive.
We write f |
gs
= g when f e∼ g+ h for h ∈ G
0
[Λ]. Occasionally we only need f e∼ g + h as functions on a
given subset S ⊆ R(n); then we say f |
gs
= g on S.
The following definition is easily seen to be a special case of Definition 3.26. Since we are viewing
polynomials as functions, we consider only essential polynomials.
Definition 4.15. The tangible part f tan of an essential polynomial f =
∑
αiΛ
i is defined as the sum
of those αiΛ
i for which αi is tangible; the ghost part f
ghost of f is the sum of those αiΛ
i for which
αi ∈ G.
Thus, any essential polynomial f is written uniquely as the sum of its tangible part f tan plus its ghost
part fghost. We say that a polynomial is essential-tangible if its essential part is tangible.
Proposition 4.16. If R = R¯, then the product q = fg of two essential-tangible polynomials f, g in R⌊Λ⌋
is essential-tangible.
Proof. Assume q = fg is the product of two essential-tangible polynomials f =
∑
αiΛ
i and g =
∑
βjΛ
j.
Write f = f es+f in, and g = ges+gin; clearly, f ingin, f ing and fgin belong to qin, and qes e∼ f esges. Thus,
a ghost monomial h of qes, if it existed, would be obtained from some two (or more) identical products
αiΛ
iβjΛ
j = αhΛ
hβkΛ
k; (4.1)
But these are dominated by αiΛ
iβkΛ
k + αhΛ
hβjΛ
j, in view of Lemma 3.14(ii), so h is inessential. 
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5. Roots of polynomials
As in classical algebra, our main interest in polynomials lies in their roots, which are to be defined in
the tropical sense. As mentioned earlier, in our philosophy, ghost elements are to be treated like zero.
Definition 5.1. (Compare with [25]) Suppose R = (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical domain. An element
a ∈ R(n) is a (tropical) root of a polynomial f ∈ R⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋ if f(a) ∈ G0; in this case we also say
f satisfies a. The root a = (a1, . . . , an) is tangible if each ai is tangible or 0R; a = (a1, . . . , an) is
strictly tangible if each ai is tangible.
For example, any ghost aν is a root of the monomial λ, and λ has no strictly tangible roots; any
tangible constant 6= 0R has no roots. On the other hand, every element of R is a root of all ghost
polynomials.
Note 5.2. Of course, a tangible polynomial could take on some non-tangible values. For example, the
tangible polynomial f = λ+1 satisfies f(1) = 1ν ∈ G. This is precisely the idea behind roots of a tangible
polynomial.
Of course, if f ∈ R[λ] and f(a) = 0R, then a is a root of f . Although this is usually much too special
to be of use, it does help us keep track of monomials. Note by Remark 3.5(iv) that f(a) = 0R iff a = 0R
and λ|f. (Otherwise, some monomial of f would take a nonzero value.) Let us generalize this observation.
Proposition 5.3. Define Φa : R[λ1, . . . , λn]→ R[λ1, . . . , λn−1] as in Proposition 3.30, sending f 7→ fa,
where
fa(λ1, . . . , λn−1) = f(λ1, . . . , λn−1, a).
If f ∈ kerΦa, then λn divides f .
Proof. We are given f(a1, . . . , an−1, a) = 0R for all a1, . . . , an−1 ∈ R. But writing
f(λ1, . . . , λn) =
∑
i
hi
as a sum of monomials, we can view
fa(λ1, . . . , λn−1) =
∑
hi(λ1, . . . , λn−1, a)
as a sum of monomials, yielding∑
i
hi(a1, . . . , an−1, a) = 0R, ∀aj ∈ R
which by Remark 3.5(iv) implies that each hi(a1, . . . , an−1, a) = 0R for all aj; i.e., each Φa(hi) = 0R. In
other words, λn|hi for each i, implying λn|f. 
Lemma 5.4. If λj divides a polynomial f =
∑
hi, where the hi are monomials, then λj |hi for each i.
Proof. Write for the specialization λj 7→ 0R. Then
0R = f =
∑
hi,
by Proposition 3.30. Applying Remark 3.5(iv) yields each hi = 0R, so λj divides each hi. 
Proposition 5.5. If λj divides
∑
gi, a sum of polynomials, then λj divides each gi.
Proof. Write each gi as a sum of monomials; by the lemma, λj divides each of these monomials, and thus
divides each gi. 
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5.1. The fundamental theorem of supertropical algebra. We return to our general considerations
about roots.
Remark 5.6. Obviously, any e-equivalent polynomials have precisely the same roots.
Remark 5.7. Any root a ∈ R(n) of f tan is a root of f . Indeed, f(a) = f tan(a) + ghost ∈ G
0
.
One classical result, the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra , has a very easy analog here. We work
over a divisibly closed supertropical semifield F = (F,G
0
, ν); i.e., F = F¯ .
Lemma 5.8. Suppose F = F¯ . Then for any nonconstant polynomial f ∈ F ⌊λ⌋ and for any aν 6= 0F
in G, there exists tangible r ∈ F with f(r) ∼=ν a.
Proof. Write f =
∑
αiλ
i. For each k > 0, there is some tangible rk such that
rk ∼=ν k
√
a
αk
;
thus, αkr
k
k
∼=ν a. Take r such that rν is minimal among these rνk . Then f(r) ∼=ν a. 
Proposition 5.9. Over any divisibly closed supertropical semifield (F,G
0
, ν), every polynomial f ∈ F ⌊λ⌋,
which is not a tangible monomial, has a strictly tangible root.
Proof. Suppose f(λ) =
∑m
i=u αiλ
i, where αu 6= 0R. Replacing f by
∑m
i=u αiλ
i−u, and renumbering the
coefficients, we may assume that α0 6= 0F . Write g(λ) =
∑m
i=1 αiλ
i, so f(λ) = g(λ) + α0. If α0 ∈ G0,
then we could erase α0 and divide by λ, and conclude by induction on deg f . Thus, we may assume that
α0 /∈ G0. By the lemma, there is some tangible r such that g(r) ∼=ν α0, implying f(r) = αν0 +α0 ∈ G. 
This proposition, whose analog for the max-plus algebra was proved in the sense of polynomial factor-
ization [4], was included here to give a quick positive result, but its proper formulation in this theory is
more sophisticated; cf. Proposition 5.17 below.
5.2. Different kinds of roots. Varieties of tropical geometry come up in our theory as tangible roots
of tangible polynomials. However, since we have the ghost structure at our disposal, we might as well
consider roots of non-tangible polynomials as well, thereby enriching the geometry and also adding insight
to factorization.
Note that ghost elements are automatically roots when f lacks a constant term. Thus, our main
interest is in tangible roots. A bit of thought shows that, unlike the classical situation where the tangible
roots of a polynomial in one indeterminate are topologically isolated, here we can have a continuum of
tangible roots. For example, every number less than 1 is a root of λ + 1ν . Thus, we need to investigate
roots of polynomials more carefully.
Remark 5.10. Consider an arbitrary nonzero polynomial f =
∑
i αiΛ
i ∈ R⌊Λ⌋, over a supertropical
domain R = (R,G
0
, ν). For any essential monomial αiΛ
i of f , and a ∈ R(n), let us write ci = αiai, and
S(a) = {ci : i ∈ supp(f es)}.
Write
c(a)ν = max{cνi : ci ∈ S(a)}, and Sˆ(a) = {ci ∈ S(a) : cνi = c(a)ν}.
In evaluating f(a), we may discard all ci which are not ν-maximal. There are two cases:
Case I: Sˆ(a) has at least two elements.
Case II: Sˆ(a) has a unique element cj.
In Case I, we call a a corner root. These are the familiar roots in tropical geometry, i.e., those arising
in tropical geometry in the corner locus of polynomials over the max-plus algebra. Note that any corner
root a is also a root of the binomial consisting of the sum of any two monomials αjΛ
j of f for which
cj ∈ Sˆ(a); this hints at the key role to be assumed by binomials in tropical geometry. A tangible corner
root a is called ordinary if, under the notation above, Sˆ(a) ⊂ T , i.e., if the monomials determining the
root are tangible.
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In Case II, a is a root of f iff cj ∈ G0; we call this a cluster root. This is a new phenomenon which
arises from the supertropical structure, and does not occur in the familiar theory of corner loci for tropical
geometry based on the max-plus algebra.
Example 5.11. Consider the polynomial λ4 + 3νλ3 + 5νλ2 + 6λ+ 6 in D(R)⌊λ⌋. The tangible roots are
0 and all a such that 1 ≤ a ≤ 3. The corner roots are 0, (which is ordinary), and 1, 2, and 3 (which are
not ordinary). All the other tangible roots are cluster roots.
Remark 5.12. Some immediate consequences, for f ∈ R⌊λ⌋:
(i) If aν ∈ G is “large enough” (for example, for f = λ2 + α1λ + α0, if a ≥ν α1 and aα1 ≥ν α0),
then aν is a root of f .
(ii) Likewise, if the leading coefficient of f is ghost and aν is “large enough,” then a is a root of f .
(iii) If α0 ∈ G and aν is “small enough,” then a is a root of f . For example, in D(R)⌊λ⌋, every a ≤ 7
is a root of λ2 + 8λ+ 15ν.
(iv) More generally, suppose a ∈ T is a root of f = ∑αiλi; let ci = αiai, and (notation as in
Remark 5.10), take
Sˆ(a) = {cj is ν −maximal in S(a)}.
If Sˆ(a) has only a single element cj, i.e., a is a cluster root, then this cj must be a ghost, and
thus there is an open set containing a, all of whose elements of which are roots of f . (This could
be viewed as a form of Krasner’s Lemma from valuation theory.)
(v) On the other hand, notation as in (iv), if all cj ∈ S(a) are tangible, then taking b ∈ T “close”
to a, but not equal, will make all the {ci : ci ∈ S(b)} distinct, and thus b is not a root of f .
(vi) If a ∼=ν b and a is a corner root of f , then b is also a corner root. Thus, even when a /∈ T , taking
b ∈ T for which b ∼=ν a yields a tangible root.
(vii) If a ∈ T is a root of f and b |
gs
= a, then b is a root of f as well.
A similar situation occurs for polynomials in n indeterminates. Nevertheless, ordinary roots also
involve extra subtleties, as seen in Example 6.12, differing considerably from the situation in classical
algebraic geometry.
Remark 5.12 shows that if f es is tangible, then all of the tangible roots of f are ordinary.
5.3. Laurent polynomials and rational Laurent functions. Often it is convenient to consider a
slightly larger semiring than the semiring of polynomials. Let F× := F \ {0F }, for a supertropical semi-
field F . As before, we write Λ = {λ1, . . . , λn} and Λ−1 for {λ−11 , . . . , λ−1n }. We want to consider functions
such as λ−11 . Since these are not defined at 0F , we must be more careful, and define Fun
×(F (n), F ) to
be the semiring of functions (F×)(n) → F, and CFun((F×)(n), F ) to be the sub-semiring of continuous
functions from Fun×(F (n), F ). (F×)(n) could be called the supertropical torus.
Definition 5.13. The semiring F ⌊Λ,Λ−1⌋ of Laurent polynomials is the sub-semiring of CFun((F×)(n), F )
generated by the Laurent monomials αiΛ
i, where αi ∈ F and
Λi = λi11 · · ·λinn , i1, i2, . . . , in ∈ Z.
Strictly speaking, first we embed the semiring F ⌊Λ⌋ into F ⌊Λ,Λ−1⌋, and then pass to F [Λ,Λ−1] inside
CFun((F×)(n), F ). Explicitly, we have:
Proposition 5.14. There is a canonical 1:1 semiring homomorphism
Ψ : F [λ1, . . . , λn] −→ F [λ1, λ−11 , . . . , λn, λ−1n ],
given by f 7→ f. Every element of F [λ1, λ−11 , . . . , λn, λ−1n ] can thereby be written in the form fh , where h
is a suitable monomial in F [λ1, . . . , λn].
Proof. Clearly Ψ is a semiring homomorphism, which is 1:1 since (F×)(n) is dense in F (n) in the ν-
topology. (Any two continuous functions that agree on a dense subset are equal.) The last assertion is
seen by clearing denominators. 
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Remark 5.15. If a ∈ R(n) is a tangible root of αiΛif , where αi is tangible, then a is also a root of f .
Since multiplying by a tangible monomial does not affect the roots of a polynomial, it is convenient to
be able to have monomials invertible, especially when n ≥ 2. Thus, F [Λ,Λ−1] has the following important
advantage over F [Λ]:
Remark 5.16. Every tangible Laurent monomial is invertible. Consequently, we may always reduce
Laurent polynomials to Laurent polynomials having constant term 1F . For example, the roots of λ1 + λ2
in (F×)(2) are the same as those of λ1λ
−1
2 + 1F .
In fact, an element of F [Λ,Λ−1] is invertible in F [Λ,Λ−1] iff it is a tangible Laurent monomial. (This
is seen by a degree argument: When multiplying Laurent polynomials that are not Laurent monomials, one
gets a highest-order term and a lowest-order term, and so the product cannot be a Laurent monomial.)
Here is an example of a proof made easier by passing to F [Λ,Λ−1].
Proposition 5.17. Suppose F¯ = F, and f ∈ F [λ1, . . . , λn] is not a tangible monomial. Then f has a
tangible root.
Proof. The case when f is a ghost monomial is clear. Take an essential monomial fi = αiΛ
i of f . Passing
to F ⌊Λ,Λ−1⌋ and dividing by fi, we may assume that 1F is a monomial of f (where now f is a sum of
Laurent monomials). Write f = g + 1F . By an argument analogous to Lemma 5.8 there exists tangible
r for which g(r) ∼=ν 1F . Thus r is a root of f . 
The Laurent polynomial semiring also permits us to focus the duality of Remark 3.29:
Remark 5.18. If i = (i1, . . . , in), write −i for (−i1, . . . ,−in). The isomorphism
ΦFun : Fun
×(F (n), F ) −→ Fun×((F∧)(n), F∧)
of Remark 3.29 extends to an isomorphism
Φpoly : F [Λ,Λ
−1] −→ F∧[Λ,Λ−1]
given by
∑
αiλ
i 7→∑α−1i λ−i.
5.4. Convex sets. Suppose F is a divisibly closed supertropical semifield. In this case, at is defined for
each a ∈ F and t ∈ Q, by Remark 3.20. Given a = (a1, . . . , an), we define at = (at1, . . . , atn).
Definition 5.19. Suppose F is divisibly closed. We define the path γa,b joining points a and b in F
(n)
to be the set
γa,b := {atb1−t : t ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q}.
A subset S ⊆ F (n) is convex if whenever a, b ∈ S then γa,b lies in S.
The left ray (resp. right ray) joining points a and b in F (n) is the set
←−γ a,b := {atb1−t : t ∈ (−∞, 1] ∩ Q}
(resp. −→γ a,b := {atb1−t : t ∈ [0,∞)∩Q}). By (closed) ray we mean left ray or right ray. We define open
(left, right) rays analogously. We define a two-sided ray to be a set of the form γa,b := {atb1−t : t ∈ Q}.
A function φ ∈ Fun(F (n), F ) is called linear if, for any a, b ∈ F (n),
φ(a)tφ(b)1−t = φ(atb1−t), ∀t ∈ Q.
Remark 5.20. Any Laurent monomial h = λi11 · · ·λinn is linear; indeed write
h(atb1−t) = αi(a
t
1b
1−t
1 )
i1 · · · (atnb1−tn )in
= (αia
i1
1 · · · ainn )t(αibi11 · · · binn )1−t = h(a)th(b)1−t.
Consequently, we have:
Lemma 5.21. Given a, b ∈ F (n), for all c 6= a, b in the path γa,b joining a and b:
(i) If Laurent monomials fi(a) ≥ν fj(a) and fi(b) >ν fj(b), then fi(c) >ν fj(c);
(ii) If Laurent monomials fi(a) >ν fj(a) and fi(b) ≥ν fj(b), then fi(c) >ν fj(c);
(iii) If fi(a) ≥ν fj(a) and fi(b) ≥ν fj(b), then fi(c) ≥ν fj(c).
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Proof. (i) (and (ii)): Write c = atb1−t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Then
fi(c) = fi(a
tb1−t) = fi(a)
tfi(b)
1−t >ν fj(a)
tfj(b)
1−t = fj(c).
The proof for (iii) is analogous. 
6. Supertropical geometry
Having the basic concepts of polynomials under our belt, we are ready to apply them to tropical
geometry. For convenience, we treat affine geometry; the analogous discussion using homogeneous poly-
nomials would yield the parallel results for projective geometry. Although the following definitions could
be formulated over an arbitrary semiring with ghosts, we work throughout over a supertropical semifield
F = (F,G
0
, ν).
6.1. Supertropical root sets.
Definition 6.1. For a set S ⊂ F [Λ], we define its root set
Z(S) = {a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ F (n) : f(a) ∈ G0, ∀f ∈ S} ⊆ F (n).
The complement of Z(S) is F (n) \ Z(S).
The tangible root set, denoted Ztan(S), is Z(S) ∩ T (n)
0
. The tangible complement of Ztan(S) is
T (n)
0
\ Ztan(S). When S = {f} consists of only one polynomial, we write Ztan(f) for Ztan(S), which
is called a supertropical hypersurface; we call Ztan(f) a tangible primitive when f is a tangible
binomial.
Lemma 6.2. If two points lie in a tangible primitive, then the two-sided ray containing them also lies in
this tangible primitive.
Proof. Suppose f = h1 + h2 is a sum of monomials, with f(a), f(b) ∈ G0. Then, in view of Remark 5.20,
hi(a
tb1−t) = hi(a)
thi(b)
1−t. (6.1)
since also h1(a) and h2(a) are tangible, we have h1(a) ∼=ν h2(a), and likewise h1(b) ∼=ν h2(b); thus,
Equation (6.1) yields h1(a
tb1−t) + h2(a
tb1−t) ∈ G
0
since also h1(b) + h2(b) ∈ G0. 
(Note that this argument does not work for ghosts: If h1(a), h1(b) ∈ G0 with h1(a) ≥ν h2(a) and
h1(b) ≥ν h2(b), then clearly
h1(a
tb1−t) + h2(a
tb1−t) = h1(a)
th1(b)
1−t ∈ G
0
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, but for small t or large t, one could have h2 dominating, and thus the sum may be tangible.)
The tangible root sets are the geometric objects that we would like to view as supertropical varieties.
One advantage of this approach is that elementary considerations yield the usual correspondence be-
tween varieties and ideals of polynomials, whose analogous formulation under other definitions (involving
domains of non-differentiability) might fail:
Remark 6.3.
(i) Ztan(S1)∩Ztan(S2) = Ztan(S1∪S2). Thus, the intersection of tangible root sets is a tangible root
set.
(ii) Ztan(f) ∪ Ztan(g) = Ztan(fg). Thus, the union of finitely many supertropical hypersurfaces is a
supertropical hypersurface.
Nevertheless we continue to use the terminology “(tangible) root set” to avoid confusion with other
definitions of tropical varieties.
Remark 6.4. For any S ⊂ F [Λ], the root set Z(S) of S is closed in the ν-topology; its tangible comple-
ment (as well as its complement) is open in the ν-topology.
Some examples of tangible root sets are given in Examples 8.6, 8.62 and 8.63.
For an appetizer, let us start with a sample result, reminiscent of a “weak Nullstellensatz.”
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Remark 6.5. Any finite set S of non-constant polynomials has common roots. In fact, one can just take
ghosts “large enough” so that they outweigh the constant terms in the polynomials. On the other hand,
S could have no common tangible roots; for example, λ+ 2 and λ+ 3 have no common tangible root.
Definition 6.6. The ideal I(Z) of a set Z ⊂ F (n) is defined to be
I(Z) = {f ∈ F [λ1, . . . , λn] : f(a) ∈ G0, ∀a ∈ Z}.
We call I(Z) the ideal of polynomials satisfying Z.
Proposition 6.7. For any set Z ⊂ R(n), the ideal I(Z) is a ghost-closed radical ideal of F [Λ].
Proof. To check that I(Z) is an ideal, note that if f(a) ∈ G
0
and g(a) ∈ G
0
for polynomials f and g, then
(f + g)(a) = f(a) + g(a) ∈ G
0
; likewise if f(a) ∈ G
0
and g is any other polynomial, then f(a)g(a) ∈ G
0
.
Furthermore, f(a) ∈ G
0
iff f(a)k ∈ G
0
(for any number k ≥ 1), implying f ∈ I(Z) iff fk ∈ I(Z);
hence I(Z) is a radical ideal. Finally, every element is a root of each ghost polynomial, so I(Z) contains
all the ghost polynomials. 
This leads us to try to identify root sets with the ghost-closed radical ideals of the polynomial semiring,
which we study further when considering the Nullstellensatz in the next section.
Remark 6.8. Any ghost-closed ideal P of F [λ] contains
(λ+ αν)(λν + α) = ν(λ2 + αλ + α2) ∈ G[λ].
It follows that the ghost ideal G
0
[λ] is not prime.
As soon as one tries to dig deeper, one encounters many potential pitfalls, which we illustrate with a
few examples in one indeterminate.
Example 6.9. Suppose F = D(R). Thus, T = R.
(i) No ideal of F ⌊λ⌋ defined by a set of tangible roots contains both λ2+λ+2 and λ2+3λ+1, since
the latter has tangible roots 3 and −2, whereas the former only has the tangible root 1.
(ii) Consider the ideal A of polynomials having 2 as a root. The polynomial f = λ + 3ν ∈ A, since
f(2) = 2 + 3ν = 3ν . Also λ + 2 ∈ A and f + (λ + 2) = λν + 3ν , a ghost. On the other hand, by
the same token, f + (λ+ 3) is the same ghost, although λ+ 3 /∈ A. (Actually, every real number
≤ 3 is a tangible root of f .)
(iii) Besides being a root of λ+2, the number 2 is the maximal tangible root of λ+2ν , and the minimal
tangible root of λν + 2. Every element of F is a root of λ+ 2ν or λν + 2 (cf. Remark 6.8).
(iv) We would like the ideal of polynomials having 1, 2 as roots to be generated by (λ + 1)(λ + 2) =
λ2 + 2λ+ 3. But λ+ 3ν is in this ideal, and its degree is too small!
(v) 0 is a root both of 3λ+3 and λ2+3λ+3, but not of the tangible part of their sum λ2+3νλ+3ν,
which is λ2.
(vi) The ideal of F ⌊λ⌋ generated by all {λ+α : α ∈ R} is not finitely generated in the classical sense.
(For any S = {λ+ α1, . . . , λ + αm}, just take α < min{α1, . . . , αm}, and λ+ α is not generated
by S.)
As we continue, we need to pick our way through these various examples. One also wants to go in
the other direction, from root sets to polynomials. Different polynomials could define the same root sets,
and the same idea used in classical algebraic geometry is applied here.
6.2. Tropical varieties versus supertropical root sets. Our definition of root set encompasses the
corner locus defined in the introduction. In fact, one can apply this idea to any field K with non-
Archimedean valuation val : K → T. Namely, given any affine hypersurface defined as the roots of
the polynomial f
K
∈ K[Λ], one can pass to the tangible root set of the polynomial f
T
defined over the
supertropical semifield D(val(K)). (For example, one can take K to be the field of Puiseux series.)
To incorporate the ideas of tropical geometry into the supertropical theory, we recall the special case
of tangible polynomials over the supertropical semifield T := D(R), in which we recall T = R, G = Rν ,
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. The tangible root sets (shaded) and the corresponding Newton polytopes
for f = λ21λ2 + λ1λ
2
2 + αλ1λ2 + β with α and β having tangible or ghost values. The
dashed lines in the left diagrams stand for the subdivision of ∆(f), and • marks the
ghost vertices.
0
T
= −∞ with addition and multiplication induced by max and +, respectively. For any tangible
polynomial f ∈ D(R)[λ1, . . . , λn] and point a ∈ T (n), f(a) is ghost iff the evaluation of f on a is attained
by two monomials having the same dominant value (both tangible by definition); namely a belongs to the
corner locus Cor(f) of f . In other words, the domain of non-differentiability of f is comprised precisely
of the corner roots of f . In this way, the corner locus of a polynomial is obtained as a tangible root set,
and we are poised to pass to a version of algebraic geometry over the supertropical semifield.
Let us now describe how the tangible root sets (i.e., corner loci) provide the balancing condition
(Equation (1.1)). By Theorem 1.2, any tropical polynomial f
R
can be written as a convex piecewise
linear function function
f
R
(a) = max
i∈Ω⊂N(n)
{〈a, i〉+ αi}, a ∈ R(n)−∞ , (6.1)
and the convex hull ∆(f
R
) of the set Ω is called the Newton polytope of f
R
. This is a lattice polytope
that also has a subdivision
S(f
R
) : ∆(f
R
) = ∆1 ∪ · · · ∪∆N
into convex lattice polytopes, determined by projecting the upper part of the convex hull of (i1, . . . , in, αi)
onto ∆(f
R
). This correspondence yields a duality between Cor(f
R
) and S(f
R
) which inverts inclusion of
faces; the dual of a k-dimensional face in Cor(f
R
) is an (n−k)-dimensional face in S(f
R
). In particular, the
dual of an (n− 1)-dimensional face δ in Cor(f
R
) is a lattice edge of S(f
R
) whose integral length provides
the weight m(δ) for δ. The one-dimensional faces of the polytope come from binomials αiλ
i + αjλ
j
appearing in f , whose zero sets satisfy
αj
αi
λj−i = 1
T
, and thus has normal vector of slope j− i.
Example 6.10. Consider the polynomial f = λ21λ2+λ1λ
2
2+1λ1λ2+0 in R−∞[λ1, λ2]. The corner locus
Cor(f) consists of three line segments and three rays; these are exactly the tangible root set Ztan(f) as
viewed in T[λ1, λ2]. (See Figure 2(a)).
Supertropical geometry permits a wider scope for the definition of polyhedral complexes, since we
also have non-tangible polynomials at our disposal, which enable us to describe n-dimensional polyhedral
complexes within n-dimensional spaces (for example polytopes); a supertropical hypersurface Ztan(f) ⊂
R
(n) may have (topological) dimension n when f has an essential ghost monomial. For example, the
tangible root set of λ+1ν in F [λ] is a ray. Here is a more interesting illustration of supertropical varieties
that previously were not available.
Example 6.11. Consider the essential polynomial
f = λ21λ2 + λ1λ
2
2 + αλ1λ2 + β
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T ×TT ×T G×TG×T
T ×GT ×G G×GG×G
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) The root set of the supertropical tangible line f = λ1 + λ2 + a, a ∈ T .
(b) The root set of the supertropical conic f = λ21 + λ
2
2 + a
νλ1λ2 + b, a, b ∈ T .
and the tangible root set Ztan(f) of f . When f is tangible, Ztan(f) is just a standard tropical curve of
genus 1 (see Figure 2(a)). When α is a ghost, Ztan(f) is of dimension 2 and has genus 0 (see Figure
2(b)). For β ghost, Ztan(f) has genus 1 and dimension 2 (see Figure 2(c)).
The Newton polytope ∆(f) of a supertropical polynomial f is defined in the same manner, where
vertices that correspond to ghost monomials are designated as ghosts. The duality between the tangible
root set of a polynomial and the subdivision S(f) of its Newton polytope is preserved; here, a ghost
vertex of ∆(f) corresponds to an n-dimensional face of Ztan(f) (see for example Figure 2).
The ghost roots provide a new dimension to the geometry, as illustrated in the following examples of
root sets of polynomials in two indeterminates. We display both the tangible and ghost parts of the root
sets, by taking each axis to represent tangible elements in one direction (from −∞) and ghost elements
in the other direction. In other words, each axis looks like:
· · · −∞·ghosts in decreasing ν-orderoo tangibles in increasing ν-order // · · ·
Example 6.12.
(i) Supertropical hypersurfaces: The tangible roots of f = λ1 + λ2 + a in F [λ] are
(a, b) for b ≤ν a;
(b, a) for b ≤ν a;
(b, b) for b ≥ν a.
Thus, Ztan(f) is comprised of three rays, all emanating from (a, a), and its tangible complement
has three components; cf. Figure 3(a).
(ii) The tangible complement of the supertropical conic, given by f = λ21 + λ
2 + aνλ1λ2 + b; cf. Fig-
ure 3(b), is comprised of three components. This conic is of dimension 2.
(iii) Tangible root sets of dimension 2 in F (2); cf. Figure 1:
(a) The unbounded strip Ztan({λ1 + aνλ2, bνλ1 + λ2}), b >ν a−1 ;
(b) The supertropical hypersurface consisting of two half spaces, Ztan({aνλ21 + bλ1λ2 + aνλ22}),
b >ν a;
(c) A convex bounded tangible root set Ztan({λ1 + aν , λ2 + aν , (λ1λ2)ν + a});
for a, b, c ∈ T .
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7. The Nullstellensatz
One very basic goal (and perhaps the main result of this paper) is to find an analog of Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz, in order to provide an algebraic foundation for tropical geometry. Unfortunately, the
naive tropical formulation just does not work, even over a supertropical semifield.
The “naive tropical Nullstellensatz” would be that for any divisibly closed, archimedean supertropical
semifield F and any ideal A of F [Λ] = F [λ1, . . . , λn], a polynomial f satisfies all common roots of A iff
f ∈ √A. Unfortunately, there are many counterexamples to this assertion, some of which are given in
Example 6.9. This leaves us with a dilemma: Do we want to hold on the notion of ideal and move our
focus away from root sets, or do we want to stay with root sets and modify our definition of ideal in the
tropical sense? We deal with the first approach, since it turns out to be more straightforward and quite
natural. It also turns out that the proofs are most easily expressed in terms of the Laurent polynomial
semiring F [Λ,Λ−1].
In this discussion, we view a supertropical semifield F = (F,G
0
, ν), with T
0
= F \ G, endowed with
the ν-topology described in Definition 3.22, and assume that F is divisibly closed and archimedean.
Definition 7.1. Given a supertropical semifield F = (F,G
0
, ν) and a polynomial f ∈ F [λ1, . . . , λn], we
define the set
Df := {a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ T (n)
0
: f(a) ∈ T
0
} = T (n)
0
\ Ztan(f).
Refining this definition, writing f =
∑
fi, a sum of monomials, define Df,i to be
Df,i := {a ∈ T (n)
0
: f(a) = fi(a) ∈ T0}.
We call the Df,i the (tangible) components of f ; we call fi the dominant monomial of f on the
component Df,i.
Likewise, we define the closed components of f to be
Df,i := {a ∈ T (n)
0
: f(a) ∼=ν fi(a)}.
Note that f has finitely many components, since f is a sum of finitely many monomials.
Components and closed components are defined the same way for Laurent polynomials, although here
we only consider points in T (n) (since a Laurent polynomial need not be defined at 0F ). Namely, given
a Laurent polynomial f ∈ F [λ1, λ−11 , . . . , λn, λ−1n ], we define the set
Df = {a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ T (n) : f(a) ∈ T };
thus T \Df is the set of tangible roots of f in T (n).
Again, writing f =
∑
fi, a sum of Laurent monomials, define Df,i to be
Df,i = {a ∈ T (n)
0
: f(a) = fi(a) ∈ T }.
We call the Df,i the (tangible) components of f ; we call fi the dominant Laurent monomial of f
on the component Df,i.
By definition, a ∈ Df,i iff fi(a) is tangible and fi(a) >ν fj(a) for all j 6= i; hence
Df =
⋃
i
Df,i.
On the other hand, when f is tangible,
⋃
iDf,i = T (n)0 , and one obtains a chain complex by taking the
intersections of closed components.
Remark 7.2. Df,i1 ∩Df,i2 ∩ · · · ∩Df,ik = {a ∈ T (n)
0
: f(a) ∼=ν fiu(a), 1 ≤ u ≤ k}.
We call any such nonempty set a k-border, and we call {Df,i1 , . . . , Df,ik} its bordering components.
Note that k does not necessarily describe the codimension, since many components of the same dimension
could meet at a common border. Nevertheless, we can call a k-border extremal if it does not have any
other bordering components. This means in the terminology of Remark 7.2 that there is no a ∈ ∩ku=1Df,iu
for which f(a) ∼=ν fi(a) for some i 6= i1, . . . , ik.
Remark 7.3. Since any k-border is determined by the monomials of the components bordering it, there
are at most
(
m
k
)
k-borders, where m is the number of monomials of f .
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Figure 4. The extremal points a and b are 4-border and 3-border, respectively. The
line segment s is 5-border, while s \ {a, b} borders only the two components D2 and D5.
The border between two components Df,i and Df,i′ is defined as
Df,i ∩Df,i′ \
{∪j 6=i,i′Df,j} ,
in other words, the 2-border after we remove all 3-borders (which include all the k-borders, k > 3). Two
components having a nonempty border are called neighbors. (Note that the border is then dense in the
2-border.) See example in Figure 4.
Keeping Corollary 3.28 in mind, we have
Remark 7.4. For any m ∈ N, Df = Dfm, and Df,i = Dfm,mi.
Clearly, the Df,i are open sets (with respect to the ν-topology). Furthermore, they are convex, in the
sense of Definition 5.19:
Proposition 7.5. Each component Df,i is convex, and every closed component is convex.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 5.21, applied to the dominant monomial in the component. 
Corollary 7.6. Every k-border is convex.
In other words, the common boundaries of the tangible components are convex. Thus, we can apply
convexity arguments in our proofs, even without any extra topological assumptions on the supertropical
semifield F .
Definition 7.7. A closed component Df,i is 2-sided unbounded if it contains a two-sided ray; otherwise,
it is partially bounded. The closed component Df,i is bounded if it contains no one-sided ray.
Lemma 7.8. Any extremal border of a partially bounded component Df,i must be a point.
Proof. Otherwise this extremal border contains two points, and thus the path connecting them. But
then the two-sided ray through this path must also intersect some other border of Df,i, contrary to the
extremal hypothesis. 
In view of this observation, we define an extremal point of a partially bounded component to be an
extremal border.
Note 7.9. The same sort of argument shows that any extremal border must be the intersection of prim-
itives, but we do not need that fact.
Proposition 7.10. Any Laurent monomial h takes on ν-maximal and ν-minimal values in any bounded
closed component Df,i, and furthermore, for h non-constant on Df,i, the maximal and minimal ν-values
are taken at extremal points.
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Proof. By symmetry, we need only look for the ν-minimal values on Df,i. We claim that for any a in Df,i
there is a point a′ on some border of Df,i such that h(a
′) <ν h(a). Indeed, take any point b ∈ Df,i with
h(b) <ν h(a). The path connecting a and b lies in the same component, and continuing further along
the ray until the border produces a smaller value of h.
We continue with the same argument applied to this border, showing that if a lies in a k-border,
there is a point a′ in a k + 1-border with h(b) <ν h(a), unless the k-border is extremal. Thus, we reach
an extremal border (since the number of times we can apply this argument is at most the number of
monomials in f). By definition, this cannot contain a ray, so is an extremal point, and since there are
only finitely many extremal points, the ν-minimal value of h on all of these must be the ν-minimal value
on Df,i. 
Since Remark 7.3 shows there are only finitely many extremal points, we now see that the minimal and
maximal ν-values of a monomial on the various bounded components are all obtained at finitely many
points. This is the key to our proof of the Nullstellensatz below.
Definition 7.11. Notation as above, we write f Df,i g if g(Df,i) ⊆ T ; we write f comp S for
S ⊆ F [λ1, . . . , λn], if for every essential monomial fi of f there is some g ∈ S (depending on Df,i) with
f Df,i g.
Remark 7.12.
(1) The use of components is more precise than merely considering tangible root sets. For example,
the tangible root set of the ideal A of F [λ] generated by λ+2 and λ+3 is {2}∩{3} = ∅. However,
the constant polynomial 1 has no tangible roots, but does not belong to A. On the other hand,
the component of 1 is all of T , and is not contained in the component of any element of A, so
1 6comp A.
This example also shows that I(Z1∩Z2) can be larger than the radical of the ghost-closed ideal
generated by I(Z1) and I(Z2).
(2) Sometimes polynomials behave differently when viewed as Laurent polynomials. Consider the
polynomials f = λ1+1 and g = (λ1+1)λ2 in F [λ1, λ2] . Then g(a, 0F ) = 0F whereas f(a, 0F ) =
a + 1 6= 0F , and f Df,i g. But as Laurent polynomials, f and g take on precisely the same
tangible roots, so f Df,i g.
Nevertheless, Laurent polynomials are useful in proving the Nullstellensatz for ordinary poly-
nomials.
Let us record some information about the components of a polynomial.
Remark 7.13. For any polynomials g, h, any component of g contains a component of gh, since Z(g) ⊆
Z(gh).
Remark 7.14. Any polynomial f has a unique dominant monomial on any component D of f . (Oth-
erwise, there are two dominant monomials g and h of f on part of D, and {a ∈ T : g(a) = h(a)} is
contained in D ∩ Z(f) = ∅, a contradiction.)
Proposition 7.15. If f =
∑
gj for polynomials gj, then any component D of f is contained in some
component of some gj; i.e., f D gj .
Proof. Suppose a ∈ D, and h is the dominant monomial of f on D. Then h is a monomial of some gj.
By Remark 7.14, h is the dominant monomial of f on all of D, and thus is the dominant monomial of gj
on all of D. Hence the component of gj contains D. 
Corollary 7.16. If, for some k ≥ 1, the polynomial fk belongs to the ideal A generated by the set of
polynomials S = {gi : i ∈ I}, then f comp S.
Proof. Since f and fk have the same components, we may assume that k = 1. Write f =
∑
qigi. At each
component D of f we have suitable j such that f D qjgj, so f D gj ; we conclude that f comp S. 
Our goal is to prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 7.17. (Supertropical Nullstellensatz) Suppose F is a divisibly closed, archimedean, su-
pertropical semifield, A ⊳ F [Λ], and f ∈ F [Λ]. Then
f comp A iff f ∈ trop
√
A.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the Theorem. Since multiplying a polynomial f by
any element of T does not affect the root set Z(f), and also does not affect whether or not f belongs to
a given ideal, we often will replace a polynomial by a scalar multiple.
7.1. Proof of Theorem 7.17. In view of Proposition 5.14, we can embed F [Λ] = F [λ1, . . . , λn] into
F [Λ,Λ−1] = F [λ1, λ
−1
1 . . . , λn, λ
−1
n ]. The interplay between polynomials and Laurent polynomials is quite
useful, since it enables us to divide by monomials. The proof of the Nullstellensatz is attained according
to the following sequence of steps, writing f =
∑
fi, a sum of monomials:
Step 1. Take polynomials gDi ∈ A such that f Di gDi , and modify them such that fmi = gDi on Di, for
each i.
Step 2. Increasing m if necessary, one may assume for every component i and all large enough m that
fmi′ strictly dominates gDif
m−1
i on Di′ , for each component Di′ neighboring Di.
Step 3. Increasing m if necessary, one may assume for f tangible and all large enough m that fmi′
also strictly dominates gDif
m−1
i on all components Di′ not neighboring Di (with respect to
the same m).
Step 4. Steps 2 and 3 imply for f tangible that fm |
gs
=
∑
gDif
m−1
i , where the sum is taken over the
components of the tangible essential monomials of f . This means f ∈ trop√∑i F [Λ]gDi .
Step 5. For general f , one may assume that fmi′ |
gs
= gDif
m−1
i on all components Di′ of the essential-
tangible part of f .
Step 6. Step 5 implies fm |
gs
=
∑
gDif
m−1
i , where the sum is taken over the components of the tangible
essential monomials of f . This means f ∈ trop√∑i F [Λ]gDi .
There is a version of the Nullstellensatz, with somewhat easier proof, using the Laurent polynomial
semiring. Although the Laurent version is a bit different from the polynomial version, as seen in Exam-
ple 7.12, we end this section with Proposition 7.21, which could be used to link the two versions.
Step 1 of the proof. The idea is to match some power fm at each component with some polynomial of
the ideal A.
Lemma 7.18. Suppose D = Df,i, f D g in F [Λ], and λj divides g. Then λj divides fi.
Proof. Suppose λj does not divide fi, and a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ D. Let b be the point obtained by spe-
cializing aj 7→ 0F . Then f(b) ≤ν f(a) = fi(a), but fi(b) = fi(a), implying b ∈ D. On the other hand,
g(b) = 0F , contrary to hypothesis. 
For each component Df,i we choose a polynomial gDf,i ∈ A for which f Df,i gDf,i . Write hi for the
dominant monomial of gDf,i on Df,i. By the lemma, taking m large enough, we have degj f
m
i > degj g
for each j, so fmi = qihi for a suitable monomial qi. Replacing gDf,i by qigDf,i , we may assume that
qi = 1, and f
m
i = gDf,i . This achieves Step 1.
Step 2 of the proof. Before proceeding to Step 2 – Step 5, we note that Step 4 follows formally from
Steps 2 and 3, whereas Step 6 follows formally from Step 5. Since we may replace f by fm =
∑
fmi
without affecting the outcome of the theorem, we thus may assume that fi = hi (notation as in the proof
of Step 1); in other words, the leading monomials of f and gDf,i on Df,i are the same. It is convenient
at this stage to move to the Laurent polynomial ring, replacing f, gDf,i respectively by
f
fi
,
gDf,i
fi
.
Thus, we assume that fi = hi = 1F .
We aim to verify Steps 2 and 5 for all sufficiently largem; since there are only finitely many components,
this means that we need only prove these steps for a given single component i, which we fix for the
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remainder of the proof. This simplifies the notation, since we can write D = Df,i, and g = gD. For each
component D′, we write fD′ for the leading component of f and hD′ for the leading component of gD′ .
Thus fD = hD = 1F , which strictly dominates each fD′ and each hD′ on D.
We need m0 such that f
m
D′ strictly dominates hD′ on D
′ for all m ≥ m0, for each component D′ neigh-
boring D. We pick a point a on the border, and take a small enough closed a-box B, cf. Definition 3.32,
such that its extremal points lie in D′ ∪D. Hence, some extremal point b of the box B lies in D′. By
definition,
fD′(a) = fD(a) = 1F = hD(a) ≥ν hD′(a),
whereas
fD′(b) >ν fD(b) = 1F .
Thus, since F is archimedean, there is m0 such that
fD′(b)
m >ν hD′(b) (7.1)
for all m ≥ m0. Since there are only finitely many extremal points on the box B, we may assume that
(7.1) holds for all extremal points of B and thus, by Lemma 5.21, for all points in B ∩D′.
But now for any point b′ ∈ D′, the path from a to b′ passes through B ∩ D′. It starts at a, where
fD′(a)
m = 1F = hD′(a), and then passes through some point c where fD′(c)
m >ν hD′(c) (see Figure 5),
so applying Lemma 5.21 to
fm
D′
hD′
, we also have (7.1) at the point b′, as desired.
Step 3 of the proof. This is the subtlest part of the proof. Pick a point a ∈ D. Then for every monomial
fi′ 6= fi,
fi′(a) <ν fD(a) = 1F ,
so picking m large enough, we have
fi′(a)
m <ν h(a) (7.2)
for every monomial h of g. Furthermore, since there are only finitely many components, we may assume
that (7.2) holds for every monomial fi′ of f (other than fi).
Now we fix m for the remainder of the proof, and consider the polynomial f˜ = fm + g. We take the
components with respect to f˜ ; this is just a subdivision of the components with respect to f . We call a
component Di′ good if f
m
i′ strictly dominates the polynomial gDif
m−1
i on Di′ . Otherwise, we say that
Di′ is bad, which means gDif
m−1
i dominates f
m
i′ on Di′ .
Our aim is to prove that all components are good; we assume that some component D′ is bad and
reach a contradiction. Let L be the set of good components. Take a point a in D, and a point b in D;
adjusting them if necessary, we may assume that the path p from a to b passes only from neighbor to
neighbor. (In other words, any point on p not lying inside a component lies on the common border of
two neighbors.)
By definition, D and its neighboring components lie in L; we take the first bad component traversed
by our path p, and clearly may replace this component by D′. Thus, we may assume that p contains
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a point b′ on the border of D′ with some component of L, which we call D′′. Say fi′ is the dominant
monomial of f on D′, and fi′′ is the dominant monomial of f on D
′′. Hence fi′(b
′) = fi′′(b
′) since it lies
on the border.
We know that
fmi′ (a) <ν gDi(a)f
m−1
i (a).
By hypothesis, since D′ is bad,
fmi′ (b) ≤ν gDi(a)fm−1i (a).
On the other hand, since D′′ is good,
fmi′ (b
′) = fmi′′ (b
′) ≥ν gDi(a)fm−1i (a).
Since b′ lies between a and b on the path p, we have a contradiction to Lemma 5.21.
Step 5 of the proof. Let fˆ denote the tangible polynomial having the same ν-value as f . We relabel the
components of fˆ as D1, . . . , Dq. Some of these remain as components of Ztan(f); we call these components
“true”. Other components are in the root set of f (because of its extra ghost coefficients) and thus belong
to Ztan(f); and we call these components “fictitious.” For each true component Df,i, take a polynomial
gDf,i ∈ A with a component containing Df,i, and let f¯ be the (tangible) sum of these monomials fi, from
the true components. Applying Step 3 to f¯ , we see that fmi′ |
gs
= fˆmi′ strictly dominates gDif
m−1
i on all
true components Di′ .
Step 6 of the proof. This is formal: Clearly fm |
gs
= f¯m =
∑
gDif
m−1
i (summed on the true components).
This concludes the proof of the Nullstellensatz.
Example 7.19. Let R = F [λ], and consider the polynomial f = λ2 + 6νλ+ 7, whose tangible root set is
the interval [1, 6].
(i) If g = λ+ 4, whose tangible root set is {4}, then
f = (λ+ 3)g + 6νλ,
so f |
gs
= (λ+ 3)g.
(ii) g = λ2 + 4νλ+ 6, whose tangible root set is the interval [2, 4], then
f2 = λ4 + 6νλ3 + 12νλ2 + 13νλ+ 14
and (λ2 + 8)g = λ4 + 4νλ3 + 8λ2 + 12νλ+ 14, implying
f2 |
gs
= (λ2 + 8)g.
Example 7.20. Generalizing Example 7.19, suppose f = λ2 + aν2λ + a1a2, for a1, a2 tangible. Then,
for a tangible, λ + a supertropically divides f iff a1 ≤ν a ≤ν a2. Indeed, suppose f |
gs
= (λ + a)q. Then
q = λ+ b, where, comparing constant terms, we see that ab ∼=ν a1a2. Now matching the coefficients of λ
shows that max{bν, aν} ≤ aν2 , and thus min{bν , aν} ≥ aν1 .
7.1.1. An explicit connection to the Laurent polynomial semiring. The following result links the Nullstel-
lensatz to Laurent polynomials, and could be used to provide an alternate proof.
Proposition 7.21. Suppose hfm = g =
∑
i higi, for some monomial h and some m, where gi are
polynomials such that f Di gi in F [Λ], for each i. Then there is somem′ > m for which fm
′ ∈∑i F [Λ]gi.
Proof. Write f =
∑
fi as a finite sum of monomials, and write h =
∏n
u=1 λ
ku
ju
. We proceed by induction
on deg h. Let
U = {u : ku 6= 0} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
Pick u ∈ U, and write λ = λju , and k = ku. By Proposition 5.5, λ divides higi for each i.
Let Ju = {i : λ divides hi}. If i ∈ Ju, then we can write hi = λh′i, for some monomial h′i, and
fmk = h′i
k
gki .
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If i /∈ Ju, i.e, λ does not divide hi, then λ divides gi; hence, by Lemma 7.18, λ divides fi, and λk divides
fki . Writing f
k
i = λ
kf ′i , we then have f
m+k
i = λ
kfmi f
′
i
k
. Applying this for each u and taking k˜ =
∑
ku
yields
fm+k˜i = hif
′
i
k˜
gi.
Hence, taking m′ to be the maximum of {m+∑ ku, m∏ku : u ∈ U}, we see that each fm′i ∈ F [Λ]gi,
implying by Corollary 3.28 that
fm
′
=
∑
fi
m′ ∈
∑
F [Λ]gi.

8. Factorization of polynomials
One way of determining the roots of a polynomial is by factoring it first into irreducible factors,
which is the main theme of this section. Unfortunately, factorization over the max-plus algebra is quite
cumbersome. As noted in the introduction, the polynomial λ2 + 4 is irreducible even though 2 is a root.
One can bypass this difficulty by factoring up to e-equivalence. Since a polynomial f has precisely the
same roots as its essential part, we always study divisibility and factorization in the sense of e-equivalence
and (ν, e)-equivalence, cf. Definition 4.5.
Difficulties are still encountered when studying factorization, especially if one wants to understand
polynomials having cluster roots, so let us start this section with a brief guide to its results. We embark
on a thorough investigation of factorization of polynomials over a supertropical semifield F , with emphasis
on the factorization of a polynomial f(λ) in one indeterminate λ. This requires finding the appropriate
representative of f in F ⌊λ⌋. Although one could work with essential polynomials, the computations do
not match so well, as we see in Example 4.7 (iii), and we look for a more convenient representative. The
answer comes from a description of the polytope of a polynomial in §8.2.1, which leads us to the notion
of a full polynomial (Definition 8.11).
Tangible full polynomials behave quite like polynomials in classical algebra, having unique factorization
into linear factors; cf. Theorem 8.21. However, nontangible polynomials behave more poorly, and unique
factorization is violated in Example 8.38. We recover unique factorization by turning to the factorization
“minimal in ghosts,” which is interpreted in Proposition 8.46 in terms of the root set of the polynomial.
So from this point of view, one can “understand” factorization in terms of roots, even when some of the
roots are not ordinary.
The situation for several indeterminates is more disturbing at first, since a serious violation of unique
factorization is given in Example 8.51. However, this also can be understood in terms of root sets, and by
rewriting factorizations in terms of binomials, cf. Theorem 8.53, which has the geometric interpretation
that every root set can be embedded naturally in a union of hyperplanes. The remainder of this section
contains examples which clarify the geometric content of this theorem.
8.1. General observations about factorization.
Definition 8.1. A polynomial g ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ e-divides f , written g |
e
f , if f e∼ qg for some polynomial q. (In
other words, the image of g in R[Λ] divides the image of f .) A polynomial f is said to be e-reducible if
f e∼ gh for some g, h ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ each not e-equivalent to a nonconstant; otherwise f called is e-irreducible.
The product f e∼ q1 · · · qs is called a factorization of f into irreducibles if each of the qi’s is e-
irreducible.
Remark 8.2. For f, g ∈ R⌊Λ⌋, if f |
e
g and g |
e
h, then f |
e
h.
Example 8.3. (Logarithmic notation)
(1) (λ+ 1) |
e
(λ2 + 2λ+ 3), since λ2 + 2λ+ 3 = (λ+ 1)(λ+ 2);
(2) (λ+ 1) |
e
(λ2 + 2), in view of Example 4.7 (iii);
(3)
∑
fi
k |
e
∑
fmi for each m ≥ k ≥ 1, in view of Corollary 3.28.
Proposition 8.4. The polynomial g |
e
f , iff the essential part of qg equals the essential part of f for
some polynomial q.
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Proof. For each condition, the essential parts have to be e-equivalent, and thus equal, monomial for
monomial. 
Corollary 8.5. The polynomial g |
e
f , iff the essential part of g e-divides the essential part of f with
respect to the multiplication of R⌊Λ⌋.
Proof. By Proposition 8.4. 
Example 8.6. The following is a list of all e-irreducible polynomials in F [λ], together with their tangible
root sets and their tangible complements. We normalize, to assume that the leading coefficient is 1F or
1F
ν . For convenience, we also assume throughout that νT : T → G is 1:1 and a, b ∈ T .
Type I.a: f = λ; Z(f) = G
0
, whereas Ztan(f) = {0F }. The tangible complement is all of T .
Type I.b: f = λ+ a; Ztan(f) = {a}. The tangible complement is the union of two open rays.
Type II (right ghost): f = λ + aν ; Ztan(f) = {b ∈ T : b ≤ν a}, the closed left ray up to a. The
tangible complement is the open right ray from a.
Type III (left ghost): f = λν + a ; Ztan(f) = {b ∈ T : b ≥ν a}, the closed right ray from a. The
tangible complement is the open left ray to a.
Type IV : f = λ2 + bνλ+ ab for a <ν b; Ztan(f) = {d ∈ T : a ≤ν d ≤ν b}, the closed interval from
a to b. The tangible complement is comprised of two open rays, one open left to a and the other
open right from b.
8.2. The geometry of polynomials. Important as they are to our theory, essential polynomials miss
the mark when computing factorizations, since we have to continue to take essential parts when computing
products. We want a different representative inside F ⌊Λ⌋ that will more accurate reflect this product.
In order to put the algebraic theory into perspective, we turn to a key geometric interpretation of
polynomials, which enables us to overcome this difficulty.
8.2.1. The polyhedron of a polynomial. We identify each monomial αiλ
i (for i = (i1, . . . , in)) with the
point
(i, ανi ) = (i1, . . . , in, α
ν
i ) ∈ N(n) × G ⊂ R(n) × G¯,
where G¯ is the divisible closure of G. For any polynomial f = ∑i αiΛi ∈ R⌊Λ⌋, we define the polytope
Cf determined by the convex hull of the points
{(i, ανi ) : i ∈ supp(f)}.
The upper part of Cf is called the essential polyhedron of f , and is denoted Cf , whose vertices we
call the upper vertices of Cf . The points of Cf of the form {(i, αν) : i ∈ N(n)} are called lattice points
of f . For example, when f = λ2 + 2, its lattice points are (2, 0ν), (1, 1ν), and (0, 2ν). A vertex (i, ανi ) of
Cf is called a tangible vertex if αi is tangible; otherwise the vertex is called a ghost vertex.
(The essential polyhedron of f should not be confused with the graph of f itself, which is in a sense
dual; in the graph of f , the vertices themselves correspond to ordinary roots of f .
The structure described above can be stated in the context of the Newton polytope as described in
§6.2. In this sense the convex hull, ∆(f), of the i’s in supp(f) describes the Newton polytope of f
and, by taking the projection, by deleting the last coordinates, of the non-smooth part of Cf (that is
a polyhedral complex) on ∆(f), the induced polyhedral subdivision S(f) of ∆(f) is obtained. A dual
geometric object having combinatorial properties is thereby produced. This object plays a major rule in
the classical tropical theory; cf. [11, 21, 23, 26, 30].)
The following result shows how the roots of a polynomial correspond to its essential polyhedron. As
mentioned earlier, when studying the polyhedron, we use the additive (logarithmic) notation for G.
Proposition 8.7. Over a divisibly closed supertropical domain R, any polynomial f is weakly (ν, e)-
equivalent to the polynomial corresponding to Cf , and Cfes = Cf .
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Proof. We claim that we may discard any monomial whose corresponding point is not a vertex of Cf .
Indeed, we may pass to the N-divisible group G, and suppose (j, ανj ) lies below the simplex connecting
the (iu, α
ν
iu
); that is, j =
∑
u tuiu, where each tu =
mu
m , for m,mu ∈ N with each mu ≤ m, but also with
mαj ≤ν
∑
muαiu .
But then, using logarithmic notation, for any point a = (a1, . . . , an), the ν-value of αjΛ
j at a is
αja
j ∼=ν αj +
n∑
ℓ=1
jℓaℓ ≤ν
∑
u
tuαiu +
∑
u
n∑
ℓ=1
tuiuℓaℓ ∼=ν (8.1)
∑
u
tu
n∑
ℓ=1
(αiu + iuℓaℓ)
∼=ν
∑
u
tu
n∏
ℓ=1
αiua
iuℓ
ℓ
∼=ν
∑
u
tuαiua
iu .
This shows that any point under Cf is superfluous.
On the other hand, for any ordinary root a, we need there to be i 6= j for which
αia
i ∼=ν αjaj,
or
∑n
ℓ=1(jℓ − iℓ)aℓ ∼=ν αi − αj; this defines a hyperplane, which corresponds to a face of Cf . Conversely,
any two vertices (i, ανi ) and (j, α
ν
j ) define the same hyperplane (of dimension n − 1) of roots, implying
that these roots are ordinary.
It remains to show that Cf is also the essential polyhedron of f
es. This is true since the vertices (i, ανi )
and (j, ανj ) defining a given hyperplane are essential, in view of Remark 4.11 , since any small increase of
ανi in the appropriate direction will make ν(αia
i) greater than the value of any other monomial of f . 
Remark 8.8. (For R a divisibly closed supertropical domain, with νT 1:1.) Proposition 8.7 shows that
f e∼ g if and only if Cf = Cg with vertices of the same parity, iff f es = ges.
The ordinary roots of f correspond (up to ν-equivalence) to the faces of Cf . In general, the inessential
part of f does not appear as vertices of Cf . We say that the monomial h = αiΛ
i is quasi-essential for f
if (i, ανi ) lies on Cf and is not a vertex. This has the following interpretation:
Remark 8.9. An inessential monomial is quasi-essential if any (arbitrarily small) increase of the ν-value
of its coefficient makes it essential.
Remark 8.10. Given a polynomial f =
∑
αiΛ
i, and assume that hi = αiΛ
i is a monomial of f for which
(i, ανi ) =
∑
j tu(iu, α
ν
iu
) for some i1, . . . , im, where tu ∈ Q+ and
∑
u tu = 1. Then hi is inessential for f ;
when all the corresponding hiu are essential, then hi is quasi-essential. This means that (i, α
ν
i ) lies on
Cf (or under) but is not a vertex. (The proof is as in Equation (8.1).)
8.2.2. Full polynomials. Having the geometric interpretation in hand, we are ready for our main class of
polynomials. Essential polynomials slightly miss the mark, since the polyhedron of an essential polynomial
may lack interior lattice points.
Definition 8.11. A polynomial f ∈ R⌊Λ⌋ is called full if every lattice point lying on Cf corresponds
to a monomial of f that is either essential or quasi-essential, and furthermore, the coefficient of each
quasi-essential monomial is a ghost; a full polynomial f is tangibly-full if f is also essential-tangible.
The full closure f˜ of f is the sum of f es with all the quasi-essential ghost monomials interpolated from
the polyhedron Cf .
In this paper, we only consider full polynomials in the case that n = 1; i.e., f =
∑m
i=0 riλ
i. Here
f(0) = r0, which thus is essential in f . whenever r0 6= 0, and likewise the monomial rmλm is essential
in f . The polynomial f is full iff the intermediate monomials fiλ
i are essential or quasi-essential for all
0 < i < m.
Remark 8.12. Geometrically, the full closure f˜ has a monomial corresponding to each lattice point of
the essential polyhedron of f . However, one needs to take care: The full closure is only defined over G¯.
For example, if F = D(G) where G = (Z,+), then the essential polynomial λ2 + 1 is defined over F but
its full closure, λ2 + 12
ν
λ+ 1, is defined not over F , but over F¯ .
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Thus, by definition, the full closure of a tangible polynomial is tangibly-full.
Example 8.13. The polynomials λ2 + 2νλ + 4, λ2 + 2νλ+ 4ν , and 0νλ2 + 2νλ + 4ν are full. However,
the polynomial f = λ2 + 2λ + 4 is not full, since the middle term is not essential but is tangible; the
monomial 2λ is quasi-essential for f , and the full closure of f is λ2 + 2νλ+ 4, which is tangibly-full.
The polynomial λ2 + 3νλ+ 4 is full, and essential, but not tangibly-full.
Remark 8.14. The full closure f˜ is e-equivalent to f , for any polynomial f . Conversely, different full
polynomials cannot be e-equivalent. Thus, any class of polynomials in R⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋ has a unique full
representative f˜ , and we can view R[λ1, . . . , λn] as the set of full polynomials, under the operations
f + g = f˜ ⊕ g, fg = f˜ ⊙ g.
Thus, we have identified another canonical representative for each e-equivalence class in R⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋,
cf. Remark 8.8.
8.3. The essential graph of coefficients. We utilize the results of the previous subsection, for the
case n = 1. For a polynomial f =
∑t
i=0 αiλ
i ∈ F ⌊λ⌋, take the sequence αν0 , . . . , ανt , and the graph Gf
whose vertices are the points
(0, αν0), (1, α
ν
1), . . . , (t, α
ν
t ). (8.1)
In the case of the polynomial semiring over a supertropical semifield, any polynomial of degree t is
determined by the graph Gf (having at most t edges). Note that Cf is the convex hull of Gf , cf. §8.2.1.
The essential graph of coefficients, Cf , is constructed as the top edges of Cf . (This is the essential
polyhedron of a polynomial in one indeterminate.) When the polynomial f is full, the graph of coefficients
is already essential. As we shall see, these edges correspond to ordinary roots of f .
Remark 8.15. The slopes of the edges of the graph Cf of f =
∑
i fi decrease as we move to the right,
since Cf is convex.
Example 8.16. f = (λ + 1)2(λ + 2) = (λ2 + 1νλ + 2)(λ + 2) = λ3 + 2λ2 + 3νλ + 4. Then the graph
of coefficients has upper vertices (0, 4ν), (1, 3ν), (2, 2ν), (3, 0ν), and the convex hull is determined by the
upper vertices (0, 4ν), (2, 2ν), (3, 0ν), thereby corresponding to the polynomial λ3 + 2λ2 + 4, the essential
part of f .
Note that Cf may contain lattice points not corresponding to monomials of the original polynomial f .
For instance, in Example 8.16 the point (1, 3ν) lies on an edge of Cf , although it is not a vertex.
Proposition 8.17. For f ∈ F ⌊λ⌋, the ν-equivalence classes of ordinary roots correspond to the negations
of the slopes of the edges of Cf , as to be described in the proof. Such roots exist whenever F is divisibly
closed.
Proof. For any ordinary root a of f , we need i < j for which
αja
j−i ∼=ν αi, (8.2)
i.e., in logarithmic notation,
(j − i)a ∼=ν αi − αj .
This means a must satisfy
a ∼=ν αi − αj
j − i
∼=ν −αj − αi
j − i ,
the negation of the slope of an edge of the graph of coefficients; conversely, any such tangible root a is
ordinary. 
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8.3.1. Factoring tangible polynomials in one indeterminate. Assume that f ∈ R⌊λ⌋, for a supertropical
domain R.
The tropical theory of polynomials in one indeterminate is rather close to the classical theory, when
we work with tangibly-full polynomials.
Remark 8.18.
(i) Suppose f = pq for f, p, q ∈ R[λ]. Then a is a root of f iff a is a root of p or q. (Indeed
f(a) = p(a)q(a), which is in G iff one of the factors is in G.)
(ii) As a special case of (i), if f = (λ+ a)q for f, q ∈ R[λ], then a is a root of f .
To start a theory of factorization, we need a converse for Remark 8.18: Given a tangible root a of f ,
we would like λ + a to divide f . This issue is surprisingly tricky, and also leads us to the question of
“multiple roots,” so the following calculation will be useful.
Example 8.19. Write α2 for αα (which is computed in logarithmic notation as 2α); likewise α3 = ααα.
(i) (λ+ α)2 = λ2 + αλ+ αλ+ α2 = λ2 + ανλ+ α2.
(ii) By Proposition 3.27, (f + g)m e∼ fm + gm; in particular, (λ+ α)m e∼ λm + αm.
Lemma 8.20. Suppose R = (R,G
0
, ν) is a supertropical domain. If a is an ordinary root of f ∈ R⌊λ⌋,
then (λ + a) e-divides bf for some b ∈ T . In particular, when R is a supertropical semifield, (λ + a)
e-divides f .
Proof. Write f =
∑t
i=0 αiλ
i. By Proposition 8.17, explicitly Equation (8.2), there are j < k such that,
in semiring notation,
αj ∼=ν αkak−j .
First we assume that k = t, which means a is the ν-maximal root of f , and
f = αtλ
t + bλj + g,
where b ∼=ν αtat−j and g =
∑j−1
i=0 αiλ
i. Note that b is tangible since the root a is ordinary. One computes
that
αt(λ+ a)
t−j(bλj + g) e∼ (αtλt−j + b)(bλj + g) e∼ b(αtλt + bλj + g) + αtλt−jg = bf + αtλt−jg,
so we need only show that αtλ
t−jg is inessential in the right hand side. When c <ν a,
αtc
t−jg(c) <ν αta
t−jg(c) ∼=ν bg(c).
When c ≥ν a, then g(c) ≤ν bcj (since the monomial bλj dominates g for all substitutions to elements of
ν-value greater than the largest root), so
αtc
t−jg(c) ≤ν αtct−jbcj ≤ν bαtct.
We conclude in each case that αtλ
t−jg is inessential.
For k < t, Theorem 8.17 implies a is a root of f1 =
∑t−1
i=0 αiλ
i, (since a is the negation of the slope of
some other edge of Cf ), so by induction on degree, there is g(λ) of degree t− 2 such that (λ + a)g has
essential part bf1. But then (λ+ a)(αtbλ
t−1 + g) has the same essential part as αtbλ
t + (λ+ a)g, which
has the same essential part as bf . 
Iterating Lemma 8.20, we get
Theorem 8.21. Suppose (F,G
0
, ν) is an N-divisibly closed, supertropical semifield. Then any polynomial
f ∈ T ⌊λ⌋ is e-equivalent to the tangible part of a product ∏j(λ+ aj)ij , where the aj range over ordinary
roots of f .
Corollary 8.22. If F = F¯ , then any essential-tangible polynomial f can be factored uniquely to a product∏
j(λ + aj)
ij , where the aj range over the ordinary roots of f .
Proof. The polynomial
∏
j(λ+ aj)
ij is full, and uniqueness is clear. 
We would like to think of the ij as the multiplicities of the roots, but, as usual, care is required. (We
only handle essential-tangible polynomials here, since the general case is considerably subtler.)
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Example 8.23. Suppose F = (R×,R+, ν), where ν is the usual absolute value on R×. The polynomial
λ2 + (−4) is e-equivalent to λ2 + 2νλ + (−4) = (λ + 2)(λ + (−2)), but intuitively, since (−2)ν = 2ν , we
should say that the root 2 has multiplicity 2.
Definition 8.24. For f e∼∏(λ+ aj)ij , the multiplicity of some root a of f is∑
{ij : aj ∼=ν a}.
Remark 8.25. When νT is 1:1, the multiplicities are just the ij .
Corollary 8.26. The multiplicities of the roots of f in Theorem 8.21 (and Corollary 8.22) are precisely
the lengths of the edges of the convex hull of the essential graph of coefficients Cf of f .
Proof. Just repeat the proof of Lemma 8.20, noting that the result holds for λi+αi by Example 8.19. 
When F is not divisibly closed, the following reduction is useful.
Proposition 8.27. Suppose F is a supertropical semifield, and f, g ∈ F [Λ]. If f e-divides g in F¯ [Λ],
then f e-divides g in F [Λ].
Proof. Otherwise write ges = f eshes and let αkΛ
k be the lowest order monomial (under the lexicographical
order of N(n)) of hes for which αk /∈ T . Since it is essential, there must be some value a for which
h(a) = αka
k. But then f(a) = g(a)αka
k, implying some monomial of f has the form giαkΛ
k, for a
suitable monomial gi of g. Thus, we may assume that f and g are monomials, and we have a contradiction
since G = ν(T ) is assumed to be a group. 
8.3.2. Factoring tangibly-full polynomials in one indeterminate. Having obtained decisive (albeit easy)
results for tangible polynomials in one indeterminate, we turn towards the general case, focusing first on
tangibly-full polynomials (such as λ2 + 2νλ+ 4).
We recall that for any full essential polynomial f of degree t, we get a sequence of ghost elements
mν1 ≥ · · · ≥ mνt , defined uniquely by the slopes of the series of edges of Cf , each determined by the pair
(i − 1, ανi−1) and (i, ανi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Recall that a monomial h = αiλi of f is essential iff (i, ανi ) is a
vertex of Cf , which is true iff m
ν
i 6= mνi+1. We have three possibilities for a monomial h = αiλi of f :
(a) h is tangible essential;
(b) h is ghost essential; or
(c) h is quasi-essential (at a lattice point which is not a vertex of Cf ), which is the case iffm
ν
i = m
ν
i+1.
The following observation explains how to factor a tangibly-full polynomial.
Lemma 8.28. Assume that F is a supertropical semifield, with f =
∑
j αjλ
j ∈ F ⌊λ⌋. If αiλi is a tangible
essential monomial of f , then
f = (αtλ
t−i + αt−1λ
t−i−1 + · · ·+ αi+1λ+ αi)(λi + αi−1
αi
λi−1 + · · ·+ α0
αi
).
Proof. Denote the right side by p(λ), and let hj be the monomial of degree j of p. We need to show that
hj = αjλ
j for all j. Note that each hj is a tropical sum of monomials, one of which is αjλ
j , so we need
to check this is always the one (and only) monomial having the largest ν-value. We do this case by case.
For j = i, this is clear unless αiλ
i ≤ν αi+kλk αi−kαi λi−k, for some 0 < k ≤ i. But then αi ≤ν αi+k
αi−k
αi
,
and thus α2i ≤ν αi+kαi−k. But this contradicts the fact that αiλi is essential for f .
For j > i, we are done unless αjλ
j ≤ν αj+kλj−i+k αi−kαi λi−k, for some 0 < k ≤ i. Then αj ≤ν αj+k
αi−k
αi
,
implying αiαi−k ≤ν
αj+k
αj
. Since Cf is convex, we must have equality, and αi−k, αi, αj , and αj+k all lie on
the same edge; again this contradicts the essentiality of αiλ
i.
For j < i, we are done unless αjλj ≤ν αi+kλk αj−kαi λj−k for some 0 < k ≤ i, yielding
αj
αj−k
≤ν αi+kαi , a
contradiction by the same consideration as in the previous paragraph. 
Corollary 8.29. Suppose f =
∑t
j=0 αjλ
j is full, with αi tangible for some 0 < i < t. Then f = g1g2,
where g1 =
∑t−i
j=0 αi+jλ
j and g2 =
∑i
j=0
αj
αi
λj are full.
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We call this a factorization along a tangible vertex; note in this case that f is tangibly-full iff g1
and g2 are both tangibly-full. Using Corollary 8.29 repeatedly, we have:
Proposition 8.30. Suppose F = F¯ . Any tangibly-full polynomial f ∈ F ⌊λ⌋ is the product of some power
of λ with a product of tangible binomials.
Note 8.31. One also could prove Proposition 8.30 geometrically, which provides the dividend that the
factorization is unique up to (ν, e)-equivalence: We subdivide the graph of f to its lines of different slopes.
In other words, if f =
∑n
i=0 αiλ
i where the slope changes at λt, then one sees easily that f = gh where
g =
∑n−t
i=0 αi+tλ
i and h =
∑t
j=0
αj
αt
λj . Different products of binomials clearly produce different graphs,
and thus the factorization is unique.
Corollary 8.32. When F = F¯ , any irreducible tangibly-full polynomial in one indeterminate must be a
binomial.
8.3.3. Factoring arbitrary full polynomials in one indeterminate. When considering full polynomials that
are not necessarily tangibly-full, we must face the fact that not every nonlinear polynomial f is e-reducible;
for example, one can easily check that f = λ2+2νλ+3 is e-irreducible. We need an intermediate notion.
Definition 8.33. A polynomial f =
∑t
i=0 αiλ
i is semitangibly-full if f is full with αt and α0 tangible,
but αi are ghost for all 0 < i < t.
Dividing out by αt, we may assume that our semitangibly-full polynomial is monic. We have the
following observation:
Lemma 8.34. If f = λt + α0 +
∑t−1
i=1 α
ν
i λ
i is monic semitangibly-full for t > 2 (where αi are taken
tangible), then taking
δ =
α0
α1
, βi =
αi
αt−1
,
(both tangible), we have
f = (λ2 + ανt−1λ+ δαt−1)g, (8.3)
where g = λt−2+β1+
∑t−2
i=2 β
ν
i λ
i−1. Thus, we can extract a quadratic factor from any monic semitangibly-
full polynomial of degree ≥ 2.
Proof. The verification is along the same lines as Lemma 8.28. Namely, the constant terms match,
and in the middle, the term (αt−1λ)(βiλ
i−1) = αi strictly dominates λ
2(βi−1λ
i−2) and (δαt−1)(βi+1λ
i),
because the slopes of the graph decrease. (Explicitly, we see that αi strictly dominates βi−1 =
αi−1
αt−1
since
αt−1 >ν
αi−1
αi
, and αi strictly dominates δαt−1βi+1 =
α0
α1
αi+1 since
αi
αi+1
>ν
α0
α1
.) 
A qualitative way of obtaining Equation (8.3) is by taking the ν-equivalent polynomial f˜ obtained by
making each coefficient tangible, taking the product h˜ of two linear factors of f˜ (we took the first and
the last in descending order of ν-values), writing f˜ = h˜g˜, and then making the inner coefficients ghosts.
It remains to factor a polynomial to semitangibly-full polynomials, which we do by means of the
following observation.
Remark 8.35. Suppose f =
∑t
i=0 αiλ
i, where αt = 1R
ν . Then
f = (λν + αt−1)
t−1∑
i=0
αi
αt−1
λi.
We call a linear polynomial λν + a a linear left ghost. Thus, whenever the leading terms are ghost
we can use Remark 8.35 to factor out linear left ghosts until we reach a tangible leading term. But if we
do this twice, we observe for tangible a, b with a ≥ν b that
(λν + a)(λν + b) = 1R
νλ2 + aνλ+ ab = (λ + a)(λν + b).
Thus, we always can adjust our factorization to have at most one linear left ghost factor λν + b for b
tangible, and this is the b having the minimal ν-value for those factors λν + b which can appear as linear
left ghosts.
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This reduces our considerations to the case where f is monic but with the constant term ghost. Now
we define a linear right ghost to have the form λ+ aν . When the constant term is ghost we can factor
out some linear right ghost, and arrange for f = (λ+aν)h, where h can be factored along tangible vertices
to get semitangibly-full factors, and we continue as above.
Putting together Corollary 8.29 with Lemma 8.34, we see that any irreducible full polynomial f must
have no tangible interior vertices, and at most one interior lattice point (whose corresponding vertex
must be nontangible); thus, f must either be linear or quadratic, of the form
α2λ
2 + αν1λ+ α0, (8.4)
where αν1λ is essential. Iterating, we have the following result:
Proposition 8.36. Every full polynomial is the product of at most one linear factor of the form (λ+aν)
(namely with aν maximal possible), at most one linear factor of the form (λν + b) (with b tangible and
bν minimal possible), tangible linear factors, and semitangibly-full quadratic polynomials.
Remark 8.37. Suppose both the leading and constant coefficients of f are ghosts, so that we have
extracted the right ghost (λ+ aν) and left ghost (λν + b). When a ≥ν b, we also have
(λ+ aν)(λν + b) = 1R
νλ2 + aνλ+ (ab)ν .
8.3.4. Uniqueness(?) of factorizations of polynomials in one indeterminate. Assume throughout this
subsection that F = F¯ . Having shown that any full polynomial in one indeterminate has a factorization
into irreducibles of degree≤ 2, we turn in earnest to the companion question, of uniqueness of factorization
of a (not necessarily full) polynomial into irreducibles. The answer turns out to be quite interesting,
involving subtleties that do not exist in the classical theory of polynomials. Although unique factorization
fails in F [λ], there is a version of unique factorization “minimal in ghosts,” which is seen to have a natural
connection to the set of roots of the polynomial.
We immediately encounter new difficulties.
Example 8.38.
(i) The factorization into e-irreducibles need not necessarily be unique, even up to e∼; for example
λ2 + 2ν e∼ (λ + 1ν)2 and at the same time λ2 + 2ν e∼ (λ+ 1)(λ+ 1ν), whereas λ+ 1ν e≁ λ+ 1.
(ii) Another violation of unique factorization: for a ≥ν b, we have (λ+aν)(λ+b) = λ2+aνλ+(ab)ν =
(λ+ aν)(λ + bν).
(iii) The previous examples still have unique (ν, e)-factorization. A more serious violation of unique
factorization:
λ4 + 4νλ3 + 6νλ2 + 5νλ+ 3 = (λ2 + 4νλ+ 2)(λ2 + 2νλ+ 1)
= (λ2 + 4νλ+ 2)(λ+ 2)(λ+ (−1))
= (λ2 + 4νλ+ 3)(λ2 + 2νλ+ 0),
all of which are factorizations into e-irreducibles.
The last example is an illustration that the factorization procedure of Lemma 8.34 is not unique; we
could factor out any two tangible roots of f˜ to produce the first factor, just so long as their ν-values are
not both maximal or both minimal (in which case this trick does not work). Since we may permute the
factors, we may always assume that the tangible root of highest ν-value belongs to the first factor.
Example 8.39. This method explains the different factorizations in the polynomial
f = λ4 + 4νλ3 + 6νλ2 + 5νλ+ 3
of Example 8.38 (iii). Clearly f is semitangibly-full and has the four corner roots −2,−1, 2, and 4, so
we can take the first quadratic factor to be λ2 + 4νλ + 2 or λ2 + 4νλ + 3. In the first case, the second
quadratic factor is λ2+2νλ+1, but we could use λ2+2λ+1 instead, which factors to (λ+2)(λ+(−1)).
(This will be explained in Proposition 8.46.)
Had we tried λ2+4νλ+6 for the first factor, we would need λ2+(−1)νλ+(−3) for the second factor,
but then the product is
λ4 + 4νλ3 + 6λ2 + 5νλ+ 3,
which is not quite f (since it has a tangible inner coefficient).
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Nevertheless, there is a version of unique factorization in one indeterminate. In conjunction with
Remark 8.35 and Proposition 8.36, we have proved the following result concerning unique factorization:
Theorem 8.40. Any full polynomial in one indeterminate is the unique product of a full tangible polyno-
mial (which can be factored uniquely into tangible linear factors), a linear left ghost, a linear right ghost,
and semitangibly-full polynomials of maximal possible degree.
Proof. Just factor at each tangible vertex, and multiply together the full tangible factors. 
This brings us back to semitangibly-full polynomials. By Remark 8.35, for F = F¯ , any semitangibly-
full polynomial can be factored into tangible linear and semitangibly-full quadratic factors. Despite
Example 8.38, we also get uniqueness of a sort here, when we count the number of non-tangible quadratic
components, cf. Equation (8.4). We say a factorization is minimal in ghosts if it has the minimal
number of irreducible quadratic components having essential ghost terms; this type of factorization turns
out to be unique.
Example 8.41. In Example 8.39, the latter is the factorization of f which is minimal in ghosts, having
only one ghost component.
Lemma 8.42. Suppose that aiλ
i and ai+1λ
i+1 are essential monomials of f , such that δai+1 = ai for δ
tangible. (This means that ai, ai+1 are both tangible or both ghost.) Then
f =
(
αtλ
t−1 + · · ·+ αi+1λi + αi−1
δ
λi−1 +
αi−2
δ
λi−2 + · · ·+ α0
δ
)
(λ+ δ) .
Proof. Denote the product by g and let hj be its monomial of degree j. To see that hj = (αjλ
j−1)λ for
j > i, note that if hj ∼=ν (αj+1λj)δ ≥ν (αjλj−1)λ, then aiai+1 ∼=ν δ ≥ν
aj
aj+1
, which contradicts the fact
that the sequence of slopes determined by the coefficients is descending.
For j = i, we have (ai+1λ
i)δ = (ai+1λ
i) aiai+1 = aiλ
i, which strictly dominates (ai−1δ λ
i−1)λ since the
slopes of the graph decrease. Hence, hi = αiλ
i.
When j < i, hj = (
αj
δ λ
j)δ since otherwise hνj ≥ν
(αj−1
δ λ
j−1
)
λ by the same argument as for j > i,
which leads to the analogous contradiction. 
Putting all these results together yields:
Theorem 8.43. When F = F¯ , any full polynomial in one indeterminate has a factorization into tangible
linear factors, quadratic semitangibly-full factors, at most one linear left ghost and at most one linear
right ghost, and the factorization which is minimal in ghosts is unique.
Proof. Just factor at each tangible vertex, then factor inductively at pairs of adjacent ghost vertices, and
multiply together the full factors. 
Here is another way of viewing Theorem 8.43.
Corollary 8.44. Any full polynomial f can be written as the product f = ftfm where ft is tangible and fm
is the product in Theorem 8.43 of (perhaps) a linear left ghost, a linear right ghost, and semitangibly-full
polynomials; fm has alternating tangible and ghost coefficients, seen by applying Lemmas 8.28 and 8.42
inductively for pairs of adjacent tangible or ghost monomials that are essential. We call this procedure
extracting a minimal ghost factor; note the minimality is in essential ghosts. Accordingly, ft can be
factored into linear components, and the factorization of fm has at most two linear components while all
the others are quadratic.
We can understand Theorem 8.43 better, by considering the tangible roots of a polynomial. In view
of Remark 8.18, these roots are determined by the tangible roots of its e-irreducible factors. The case of
one indeterminate is given in Example 8.6.
Remark 8.45. Working backwards in Type IV of Example 8.6, given a closed interval (or point) W
in T , one can write the e-irreducible polynomial of degree ≤ 2 whose set of tangible roots is precisely W .
In general, given a closed subset W of T , we write W as a finite union W1 ∪· · · ∪Wt of disjoint closed
intervals (or points), and take an e-irreducible polynomial fk of degree ≤ 2 whose set of tangible roots is
precisely Wk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ t. Then taking f = f1 · · · ft, we see that Ztan(f) = W .
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Let us apply this process to an arbitrary semitangibly-full polynomial f .
Proposition 8.46. Suppose f is a semitangibly-full polynomial of degree t, and α1, . . . , αt are corner
roots of f , arranged in ascending ν-value. Then
f = (λ2 + ανt λ+ αtα1)
t−1∏
k=2
(λ+ αk).
Proof. Consider the tangibly-full polynomial f˜ whose coefficients have the same ν-value as those of f .
Then α1, . . . , αt are the ordinary roots of f , so
f˜ =
t∏
k=1
(λ + αk) = (λ
2 + αtλ+ αtα1)
t−1∏
k=2
(λ+ αk).
It remains to note that all the interior coefficients of (λ2 + ανt λ + αtα1)
∏t−1
k=2(λ + αk) are ghost, since
the coefficient of λj is ανt αt−1 · · ·αt−j . 
Obviously this is the factorization with the minimal number of ghosts (namely, just one). Note that
the corner roots α2, . . . , αt−1 are interior points in Ztan(f), and all appear in tangible linear factors.
When deg f > t, the statement of the result becomes more complicated since one needs to deal with
multiple roots, but the proof is analogous, to be treated in another paper.
Remark 8.47. Reversing the logic of Proposition 8.46, take an arbitrary semitangibly-full polynomial
f = λt +
∑t−1
i=1 α
ν
i λ
i + α0α1, where each αi ∈ T . The tangible root set of f is the interval [α0, αt−1], so
we can factor
f = (λ2 + ανt−1λ+ α0αt−1)g,
where g =
∑t
i=0 α
ν
i+1λ
i is a tangible polynomial which can thus be factored into linear factors.
Remark 8.48. We are now in a position to explain geometrically the various factorizations of a full
polynomial f ∈ F [λ] of degree n. Namely, we take the set S = {a1, . . . , an} of tangible corner roots of f ,
and partition S into n1 pairs (ai1 , ai2), 1 ≤ i ≤ n1, and n2 single roots, where 2n1 + n2 = n, such that
∪(ai(ai1 ,ai2)1, ai2) = Ztan(f).
(The union need not be disjoint.) Each of the closed intervals [ai1 , ai2 ] is the root set of a polynomial
fi = λ
2 + aνi2λ+ ai1ai2 ,
whereas each single root aj is the root set of the linear polynomial λ+ aj , and the product of all of these
polynomials can be seen to be f . Each of these subdivisions corresponds to a factorization of f into
irreducibles.
There will be only one such partition in which each interval [ai1 , ai2 ] is a connected component of the
tangible root set of f , and this is the (unique) “preferred” factorization.
Example 8.49. Let us apply Remark 8.47 to explain Example 8.39. Since f is semitangibly-full of degree
4, and its corner roots are −2,−1, 2, and 4, of which −1 and −2 are in the interior of Ztan(f), we have
the factorization
f = (λ2 + 4νλ+ 2)(λ+ (−1))(λ+ 2).
This is the “preferred” factorization; the other factorizations are obtained by taking the partitions [−2, 2], [−1, 4]
and [−2, 4], [−1, 2]. The “near miss” of Example 8.39 comes from ([−2,−1].[2, 4] which is not quite a
subdivision of [−2, 4].
Here is a satisfactory numerical algorithm for factoring a polynomial f into e-irreducibles: First factor
out the linear left ghost and/or right ghost if necessary, then factor f into a product ofm semitangibly-full
factors, and then apply Proposition 8.46 (or Remark 8.47) to obtain the factorization minimal in ghosts
(one ghost for each of the m semitangibly-full factors).
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8.4. Binomial factorization in several indeterminates. We turn to factorization in F [λ1, . . . , λn]
for n > 1. Although the thrust of this subsection is an analysis of how unique factorization fails, first
we note a positive cancellation result as consolation. Recall that we write F [Λ] for F [λ1, . . . , λn] and
F [Λ,Λ−1] for F [λ1, λ
−1
1 . . . , λn, λ
−1
n ].
Remark 8.50. If f ∈ F [Λ,Λ−1] is tangible and fg = fh, then g = h. (Indeed, g and h take on the same
values on a dense subset of F (n) in the ν-topology, so are identically equal.)
Note that this topological argument could fail when f is not tangible, even for one indeterminate, as
evidenced by the factorizations
λ2 + 1νλ+ 1ν = (λ+ 1ν)(λ+ 0ν) = (λ+ 1ν)(λ+ 0);
λ4 + 4νλ3 + 6νλ2 + 5νλ+ 3 = (λ2 + 4νλ+ 2)(λ2 + 2νλ+ 1)
= (λ2 + 4νλ+ 2)(λ2 + 2λ+ 1)
For several variables, we confront a most severe violation of unique factorization.
Remark 8.51. Suppose f1, f2, f3 ∈ F ⌊Λ⌋.
(i) f1 + f2 + f3 is a factor of (f1 + f2)(f1 + f3)(f2 + f3). Indeed,
(f1 + f2 + f3)(f1f2 + f1f3 + f2f3) =
f21 f2 + f
2
1 f3 + f1f
2
2 + f1f
2
3 + f
2
2 f3 + f2f
2
3 + ν(f1f2f3) =
(f1 + f2)(f1 + f3)(f2 + f3).
Note that the polynomial ν(f1f2f3) is inessential. Thus, full-tangible polynomials need not have
unique factorization.
Two variants of (i), for later use, which one checks by matching the tangible parts:
(ii) (f1 + f2 + f
ν
3 )(f1f2 + f1f3 + f2f
ν
3 ) = (f1 + f2)(f1 + f
ν
3 )(f2 + f3);
(iii) (f1 + f
ν
2 + f
ν
3 )(f1f2 + f1f3 + f2f3) = (f1 + f
ν
2 )(f1 + f
ν
3 )(f2 + f3).
Example 8.52.
(0 + λ1 + λ2)(λ1 + λ2 + λ1λ2) =
λ1 + λ2 + λ
2
1 + λ
2
2 + ν(λ1λ2) + λ
2
1λ2 + λ1λ
2
2 =
(0 + λ1)(0 + λ2)(λ1 + λ2).
In fact, any polynomial f =
∑m
i=1 fi e-divides
∏
i6=j(fi + fj), which leads us to the main theorem of
this section.
Theorem 8.53. Suppose f =
∑m
i=1 fi ∈ Fun(R(n), R), for m ≥ 2. Then∏
i<j
(fi + fj) = g1 · · · gm−1 (8.1)
where g1 = f =
∑
i fi, g2 =
∑
i<j fifj , · · · , and gm−1 =
∑
i
∏
j 6=i fj.
Our applications of this theorem are for the sub-semiring R[Λ,Λ−1] of Fun(F (n), F ), in which this
result could be viewed as the utter collapse of unique factorization, since every polynomial f which is a
sum of at least three distinct monomials is part of a factorization that is not unique. Specifically, if fi
are the monomials of f , then f is a factor of the product
∏
i6=j(fi + fj). However, Theorem 8.53 casts
considerable light on the geometry, and has a positive geometric interpretation:
Remark 8.54. Every tropical variety X can be “completed” to a variety P(X) comprised of various
hyperplanes, which in turn can be decomposed into a union X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xm−1, where Xi = Ztan(gi) for
1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. After proving Theorem 8.53, we shall see how such geometric decompositions provide an
assortment of factorizations.
The factorization in Theorem 8.53 involves many inessential terms, so, to avoid excessive computation
in the proof of the theorem, we consider how inessential terms often arise.
Lemma 8.55. If h22 = h1h3 ∈ Fun(R(n), R), then h2 is inessential for h1 + h2 + h3.
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Proof. Apply Lemma 3.14(i) to each a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R(n). 
For the next lemma, we let Im ⊂ N(m) denote the set of all m-tuples i = (i1, . . . , im) for which each
0 ≤ iu < m and
∑m
u=1 iu =
(
m
2
)
. Such m-tuples include (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1) or any permutation of the
components. For any i = (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Im and 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, we define the j-index ιj(i) to be the
number of iu’s that equal j; define ι(i) = (ιm−1(i), . . . , ι0(i)).
Let Sm denote the set of permutations of (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1). Thus, i ∈ Sm iff ι(i) = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
We say i is admissible if for each number k, the sum of the largest k components of i is at most
(m− 1) + · · ·+ (m− k) = km− k(k+1)2 . Thus, all i ∈ Sm are admissible.
Lemma 8.56. Lexicographically, ι(i) ≤ (1, 1, . . . , 1) for each admissible i ∈ Im.
Proof. For any admissible i, the sum of the largest two components is at most 2m− 3, which means that
at most one component is m − 1, so ιm−1(i) ≤ 1. We are done unless ιm−1(i) = 1, and conclude by
induction on m. 
Given f1, . . . , fm ∈ Fun(R(n), R), for each i ∈ Im, we define the function
hi = f
i1
1 · · · f imm .
For any permutation σ ∈ Sm, we denote
hσ = f
σ(0)
1 · · · fσ(m−1)m−1 .
Lemma 8.57.
∑
σ∈Sm
hσ =
∑
σ∈Im
hσ.
Proof. Let p =
∑
σ∈Im
hσ. We need to show that hi is inessential in p whenever ι(i) < (1, 1, . . . , 1). The
proof is by reverse induction on the lexicographic order of ι(i). Since ι(i) < (1, 1, . . . , 1), some j-index
ιj(i) is 0, and we take the largest such j. Then for some j
′ < j, the j′-index ιj′ (i) ≥ 2; in other words, i
has components is = it = j
′ for suitable s 6= t.
Take i′ = (i′1, . . . , i
′
m) to be the m-tuple in which i
′
s = j
′+1 and i′t = j
′− 1 (with all other components
the same as for i), and likewise let i′′ be the m-tuple in which i′′s = j
′−1 and i′′t = j′+1. By Lemma 8.55,
hi is inessential in hi′ + hi′′ .
We claim that i′ and i′′ are admissible and ≤ (1, 1, . . . , 1). Indeed, this is clear when j′ < j − 1, since
then ιj(i
′) = ιj(i
′′) = 0. Thus, we may assume that j′ = j − 1. Clearly ι(i′′) = ι(i′), since the roles of s
and t are interchanged, so it suffices to prove the claim for i′.
First assume that ιj−1(i) ≥ 3. Then j ≥ 2, and the sum of the largest k = m− j + 2 components of i
is equal to
(m− 1) + · · ·+ (j + 1) + 0 + 3(j − 1),
which is greater than km − k(k+1)2 unless 3(j − 1) = j + (j − 1), which implies j = 2. But then
ι(i) = (1, 1, . . . , 0, 3, 0) and so ι(i′) = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1, 1), as desired.
Thus, we are done unless ιj−1(i) = 2. Since i
′ increases the component is from j−1 to j, and decreases
the component it from j − 1 to j − 2, we see that ιj(i′) = 1 and ιj−1(i′) = 0, proving ι(i′) < (1, 1, . . . , 1),
as desired.
Clearly, ι(i′) = ι(i′′) is of higher lexicographic order than ι(i) (since ιj′+1(i
′) = ιj′+1(i) + 1), so, by
reverse induction, either i′ ∈ Sm or hi′ is inessential in p, and likewise for i′′, implying that hi is inessential
in p. 
Our main tool in proving Theorem 8.53 is the tropical Vandermonde matrix Vf of f =
∑m
i=1 fi.
Define Vf to the m×m matrix with entries vi,j = f j−1i . Since the signed determinant is not available in
tropical algebra (because it involves negative signs), one substitutes the permanent, which we still notate
as
|Vf | =
∑
σ∈Sm
f
σ(0)
1 · · · fσ(m−1)m ,
We can compute the permanent in two ways:
Lemma 8.58. If Vf = (f
j−1
i ) is the m×m Vandermonde matrix for f =
∑
fi, then
(1) |Vf | =
∏
i<j(fi + fj) and,
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(2) |Vf | = (
∑
i fi)(
∑
i<j fifj) · · · (
∑
i
∏
j 6=i fj).
Proof. Let p = |Vf | =
∑
σ∈Sm
hσ, the function of Lemma 8.57, which says that p =
∑
σ∈Im
hσ.
But it is easy to see that each summand of q1 =
∏
i<j(fi + fj) has the form hi where i is admissible,
and thus hi is dominated by p, by Lemma 8.57. Since each summand of p appears in q1, we get p = q1.
Likewise, expanding q2 = (
∑
i fi)
(∑
i<j fifj
)
· · ·
(∑
i
∏
j 6=i fj
)
clearly each term has the form hi where
i is admissible, and each summand of p appears in q2, implying p = q2. 
The proof of Theorem 8.53 now becomes quite transparent:
Proof of Theorem 8.53. By parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 8.58. 
Algebraically, Theorem 8.53 shows that the factorization of |Vf | ∈ R[Λ] into irreducible polynomials
is not unique.
Example 8.59. Suppose f = λi1 + λ
j
2 + α, with α ∈ R. Then
Vf =
 0 α α20 λi1 λ2i1
0 λj2 λ
2j
2
 and
|Vf | e∼ (λi1 + λj2 + α)(αλi1 + αλj2 + λi1λj2) e∼ (λi1 + λj2)(λi1 + α)(λj2 + α) .
This yields two different tropical factorizations of |Vf | into irreducible polynomials. (The right factoriza-
tion is a binomial factorization.)
Thus, in this version of supertropical algebra, perhaps “unique factorization” is the wrong emphasis,
but rather we should emphasize factorization of |Vf | ⊂ R[λ1, . . . , λn] into binomials.
Remark 8.60. Lemma 8.55 is clearly self-dual in the sense of Remark 3.29; hence Theorem 8.53
also holds over the dual supertropical semifield F∧. Explicitly, suppose f =
∑
fi, written as a sum
of monomials. Taking the isomorphism ΦFun of Remark 3.29 and putting f¯ = g1 · · · gm−1, we have
ΦFun(gi) = (f¯)
−1gm−i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
Thus, ΦFun also induces an action Φˆ on tangible root sets, given by
Φˆ(Xi) = (Ztan(ΦFun(gi)) = (Ztan(ΦFun(gm−i)) = Xm−i.
Likewise,
ΦFun(fi + fj) = fi
−1 + fj
−1 = (fifj)
−1(fi + fj),
so Φˆ preserves binomials in the sense that
Φˆ(Ztan(fi + fj)) = Φˆ(Ztan((fifj)−1(fi + fj))) = Ztan(fi + fj).
Thus, in Remark 8.54, Φˆ induces a partition into dual pairs of root sets.
In this way, the algebraic structure again is reflected in the geometry.
Remark 8.61. We also can go in the other direction, and illustrate the Nullstellensatz. If f =
∑m
i=1 fi
then, arguing as before (since fifj is dominated by f
2
i + f
2
j ),
f2 e∼
∑
f2i
e∼ fm(fm + f1) +
m−1∑
i=1
fi(fi + fi+1),
which is in the ideal 〈fm + f1, fi + fi+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1〉.
Example 8.62. (Illustrating Theorem 8.53.) Let f = λ21λ2+λ1+0 (see Fig. 6), a polynomial over D(R).
Then, notation as in Theorem 8.53, g1 = f and g2 = λ1(λ
2
1λ2 + λ1λ2 + 0). Defining the binomials
q1 = λ
2
1λ2 + λ1, q2 = λ
2
1λ2 + 0, and q3 = λ1 + 0, we have the equality
g1g2 = q1q2q3 = λ1 + λ
2
1 + λ
2
1λ2 + 0
νλ31λ2 + λ
4
1λ2 + λ
4
1λ
2
2 + λ
5
1λ
2
2.
X2 = Ztan(g2) can be viewed as the complement of X = Ztan(f) along (0, 0).
In the next example, we can “improve” the factorization of Theorem 8.53.
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❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
λ1λ
2
2 + 0
λ1 + 0
λ1λ2 + 0
h2
h3
h1
(0, 0)
Figure 6. The tangible roots in Example 8.62.
Example 8.63. Let f = λ21+λ
2
2+αλ1λ2+0 (see Fig. 7) be a polynomial over D(R), where α > 0. Note
here that Ztan(λ21 + λ22) does not affect Ztan(f), since whenever (λ21)ν = (λ22)ν , these are both less than
(αλ1λ2)
ν .
Let fi = λ
2
i +αλ1λ2+0, for i = 1, 2. Also, define the binomials q1 = αλ1λ2+0, q2 = λ
2
1+0, q3 = λ
2
2+0,
q4 = λ1 + αλ2, and q5 = αλ1 + λ2. Algebraically, Theorem 8.53 applied to f1 and f2 in turn yields
f1g1 = q1q3q5; f2g2 = q1q2q4,
where g1 = λ2 + αλ1λ
2
2 + αλ1 and g2 = λ1 + αλ1λ
2
2 + αλ2. Furthermore,
q1f = αλ
3
1λ2 + αλ1λ
3
2 + α
2λ21λ
2
2 + α
νλ1λ2 + λ
2
1 + λ
2
2 + 0 = f1f2,
since λ21λ
2
2 is strictly dominated by αλ
2
1λ
2
2. Consequently,
q1fg1g2 = f1g1f2g2 = q
2
1q2q3q4q5,
implying fg1g2 = q1q2q3q4q5, which is actually an improvement of Theorem 8.53.
Taking tangible root sets, we have
Ztan(q1) ∪ Ztan(f) = Ztan(f1f2) = Ztan(f1) ∪ Ztan(f2).
Geometrically, Ztan(f) is contained in the five lines which are respectively the tangible root sets of q1,
q2, q3, q4, and q5. The tangible root sets of g1 and g2 are the complements of f along the respective
vertices (−α, 0) and (0,−α).
The explanation of Example 8.63 is that one of the binomials of f (namely λ21 + λ
2
2
e∼ (λ1 + λ2)2) is
“fictitious,” since its tangible set does not exist in the graph (as we showed above). Thus we can separate
f into two polynomials whose factorizations do not involve the fictitious binomial. Continuing this process
inductively, one can find a factorization that displays f as a divisor of a product of m binomials, where
m is the minimal number of hyperplanes whose union contains the graph of f . The precise description
of an algorithm for this process seems to involve an investigation of the Newton polytope, which we do
not pursue here.
9. Prime ideals of polynomial semirings
Since the Nullstellensatz translates supertropical geometry to radical ideals, and every radical ideal
is the intersection of prime ideals, we would like to classify the prime ideals of the polynomial semiring
F [Λ] over a supertropical semifield F . The factorization in Theorem 8.53 clearly affects prime ideals.
Example 9.1. The ghost-closed ideal A = 〈λ1 + λ2 + 0〉 of F [λ1, λ2] is not prime! Indeed, if A were
prime, Example 8.52 would imply that A contains one of 0 + λ1, 0 + λ2, and λ1 + λ2, which is absurd.
Likewise, reading Example 8.52 from the other direction shows that the ghost-closed ideal A = 〈λ1+λ2〉
of F [λ1, λ2] is not prime.
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λ22 + 0
λ21 + 0
αλ1λ2 + 0
αλ1 + λ2
λ1 + αλ2
q1 q2
q3
q5
q4
(−α, 0)
(0,−α)
Figure 7. Illustration to Example 8.63 of the tangible roots.
Given a polynomial f =
∑
i fi written as a sum of monomials, we define the set of binomials of f to
be {fi + fj : i, j ∈ supp(f), i 6= j}. The role of binomials is found in the following key observation.
Remark 9.2. It follows at once from Theorem 8.53 that if P is a prime ideal of F [Λ] and f ∈ P , then
some binomial of f belongs to P .
The key to binomials is found in the following observation, which is a converse to Example 8.3; we
already treated the case n = 1 (twice) in Proposition 8.30.
Proposition 9.3. If F = F¯ and f ∈ F ⌊Λ⌋ is a binomial, then f can be factored as a product of a
monomial times a power of an irreducible binomial.
Proof. Let us write f es = αΛi + βΛj. Factoring out β, we may assume that β = 1F . It is convenient to
work in F ⌊Λ,Λ−1⌋, since then we may divide by Λj and assume that f es has the form αΛi + 1F . We
are done unless the full closure of f es has some monomial on the line connecting i to (0, . . . , 0). In other
words, f has some monomial γΛk, where i = mk for suitable m. But then αmΛ
k is a monomial of f ,
which is the m-th power of h = αmΛ
k + 1F . We are done if h is e-irreducible, and continue by induction
if h is e-reducible. (One has to check that the factorization in F ⌊Λ,Λ−1⌋ matches a factorization in
F ⌊λ1, . . . , λn⌋, by clearing denominators.) 
9.1. Ghost-closed prime ideals of polynomials in one indeterminate. The classification of ghost-
closed prime ideals is difficult even for the case n = 1, because there are many more of them than in
classical ring theory. In this paper we content ourselves with the result that the tangible part of any
f.g. prime ideal of F [λ] is generated by at most two polynomials. We start with the list of e-irreducible
polynomials given in Example 8.6.
Example 9.4. Suppose F is a supertropical semifield, and α ∈ F and β ∈ T with α <ν β.
(i) The ghost-closed ideal generated by λ+ α contains λ+ βν = (λ+ α) + βν .
(ii) Any ideal containing f1 = λ+α and f2 = λ+β also contains λ+γ for all γ ∈ T with αν < γν < βν ,
since
λ+ γ = (λ+ α) +
γ
β
(λ+ β).
(iii) Any ideal containing f1 = λ + α and f2 = λ
ν + β also contains λ + γ for all γ ∈ T with
αν < γν < βν , by the same computation as in (ii).
(iv) If αν1 ≤ αν2 ≤ βν1 ≤ βν2 , then the polynomial λ2 + βν2λ + α1β2 is contained in the ghost-closed
radical ideal generated by λ2 + βν1λ + α1β1 and λ
2 + βν2λ + α2β2, as seen by the Nullstellensatz
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(or by direct computation:
(λ2 + βν2λ+ α1β2)
2 |
gs
= (λ2 + βν2λ+ α2β2)(λ
2 +
α1β2
α2
λ+
α21β2
α2
).)
Recall the “types” of irreducible polynomials given in Example 8.6.
Remark 9.5. (i) It follows from Remark 9.4(ii) that any finite set of type I polynomials is generated by
at most two type I polynomials.
(ii) By Remark 6.8, any ghost-closed prime ideal P contains a polynomial of type II or type III.
(iii) Applying (ii) for each α shows that any ghost-closed prime ideal either contains all possible poly-
nomials of type II or type III (and thus is not f.g.), or contains a polynomial each of type II and type III.
Lemma 9.6. The linear polynomials of any f.g. ghost-closed prime ideal of F [λ] are generated by at most
two linear polynomials, the extreme case being λ+α and either λ+ β or λν + β, where α ∈ F and β ∈ T
and α <ν β.
Proof. Since P is f.g., it cannot contain all polynomials of type III. Thus, in view of Remark 6.8, we can
take λ+ αν with αν minimal possible, and λν + β or λ+ β with βν maximal possible. By Example 9.4,
these generate all other linear factors. 
Proposition 9.7. The tangible part of any f.g. prime ideal P of F [λ] is generated by at most two linear
polynomials.
Proof. In view of Theorem 8.21, the tangible part of P is generated by linear polynomials, and so we
conclude by the lemma. 
Proposition 9.8. Any f.g. prime ghost-closed ideal of F [λ] is supertropically generated by at most two
polynomials.
Proof. Suppose P is a prime ideal of F [λ]. By Proposition 8.36, any polynomial in P factors as a product
of linear and irreducible quadratic factors λ2 + γνλ + γδ, where γ, δ ∈ T with δν < γν . P is tropically
generated by at most four polynomials. In view of Lemma 9.6, the linear polynomials in P are bounded
by λ+ α and λ+ β (or λν + β), and it remains to consider irreducible quadratic factors.
One could continue using direct computations, but it is easiest to apply the Nullstellensatz. Each qua-
dratic polynomial has a tangible root set consisting of a tangible interval, and the nonempty intersections
of these intervals give us root sets corresponding to quadratic polynomials in P . Thus, the quadratic
factors of P are generated by finitely many quadratic factors whose roots sets are ν-disjoint. We can
discard f = λ2+γνλ+γδ unless γν ≥ aν or βν ≤ δν , as seen by checking the tangible complements. But
then we replace λ + α by the leftmost such quadratic factor, and λν + β (or λν + βν by the rightmost
such quadratic factor), where appropriate, and these generate an ideal whose radical is P . 
Unfortunately, this kind of argument shows that any chain of prime ideals is contained in a chain of
infinite length. Indeed, the prime ideal generated by {λ + α, λ + β} (for αν < βν) is contained in the
prime ideal generated by {λ+ α1, λ+ β1}, whenever α1ν ≤ αν and βν ≤ β1ν .
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